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REMARKS ON THE NOTATION

Usually a denotes the conductivity determined by electron-ion

collisions, except in the sections 4 and 5 of Part I where it is

related to ion-ion collisions.

In Part I the Boltzmann constant is denoted by k while in Part II it

is denoted by K (kappa) in order to avoid confusion with the

wavenwnber k.

Operators like a~ are supposed to operate on everything on its right

unless otherwise indicated e. g. by braCkets.

Primes denote differentiation with respects to the relevant variable.

The velocity integrands in Part II section 2 are integrated over the

interval (- 00, (0) •

(iv)



SAMENVA'ITING

Reeds een twintigtal jaren bestaat er belangstelling voor de rotatie

van een cylindrisch gemagnetiseerd plasma, mede doordat het ver

schijnsel plasmarotatie benut kan worden voor het verrijken van

isotopen. In een aantal experimenten is plasmarotatie waargenomen,

zoals in Q-machines, holle-kathode boogontladingen en theta-pinches.

Oak in tandem mirror machines Cfusie-gericht onderzoek) worden

belangrijke rotatiesnelheden verwacht.

In deel I van dit proefschrift wordt het volgende beeld van de

rotatie van een stationair plasma gegeven, gebaseerd op een

~eto-!iydro~amischmodel met botsingen. In dit beeld staat

viscositeit, ten gevolge van de niet-uniforme rotatie, centraal.

De azimuthale component van de j x B-kracht, die de plasmarotatie

aandrijft, maakt evenwicht met viskeuze krachten. Aangezien het

magneetveld in de z-richting staat loopt er dan een radiale stroom,

dat wil zeggen het radiale transport van ionen en elektronen verschilt

Cniet-ambipolaire diffusie). Een tweede gevolg van het optreden van

ionenviscositeit lS dat door het kleinere radiale ionentransport

Ckleiner dan men op grand van alleen "klassieke" diffusie zou

verwachten) de ionendichtheid op de as van de plasmakolom relatief

hoge waarden kan aannemen.

De resultaten van deel I zijn met name van toepassing op de holle

kathode boogontlading CH.K.B.) van de T.H.E. Cvakgroep deeltjesfysica,

afd. Natuurkunde).

Ten gevolge van de plasmarotatie wordt een centrifugale kracht op de

ionen uitgeoefend die laag-frequente, azimuthaal propagerende

verstoringen destabiliseert. Deze instabiliteit van het Rayleigh

Taylor type is in een aantal experimenten waargenomen, bijvoorbeeld

de H.K.B. van de T.H.E.

Voor eenbotsingsloos plasma, waarvoor eindige I.armorstraal-effecten

van belang zijn, wordt een lineaire stabiliteitsanalyse uitgevoerd

met onder andere als resultaat dat een drempel voor instabiliteit

gevonden wordt.

In de buurt van die drempel is het mogelijk om verschillende tijd

schalen te onderscheiden omdat dan imrners de graei van de verstoring
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klein is vergeleken met de frequentie.

an deze reden kan het veeltijdenfonnalisme toegepast worden om de

niet-lineaire ontwikkeling van de instabiele verstoring in de tijd te

bepalen. In de in deel II behandelde gevallen blijkt, dat ten gevolge

van niet-lineaire effecten , zoals modificatie van het evenwicht, een

modulatie in de amplitude van de verstoring optreedt.

De resultaten van deel II zij n toepasbaar_op hete plasma I s (zoals in

tandem mirror machines) en niet op de R.K.B. van de T.R.E. Voor dit

laatste geval moeten botsingen in rekening worden gebracht.
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GENERAL llITRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

For some twenty years now there has been considerable interest in the

rotation of a cylindrical plasma confined by an axial magnetic field.

Plasma rotation has been observed in many experiments, for instance

Q-machines (HiCS et al [1973], D'Angelo et al [1974]), hollow cathode

arcs (Boeschoten and Demeter [1968], Van der Sijde and Tielemans

[197:1], Boeschoten et al [1975], Pots [1979]),

Recently the interest in this phenomenon has increased because large

radial electric fields (which are usually accompanied by plasma

rotation) are expected in tandem mirror machines (Baldwin [1979]).

Also, one expects that in the future a rotating plasma can be used as

a plasma centrifuge to enrich isotopes of various gases, especially

Uranium-compounds (McClure and Nathrath [1977]).

Due to the rotation a centrifugal force is exerted on the ions

causing destabilization of low-frequency azimuthally propagating

perturbations, This rotation instability resembles the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability in hydrodynamics. There, perturbations of the interface

of a heavy fluid resting on a lighter one in a gravitational field

are found to be unstable (Chandrasekhar [1961]). In the rotating

plasma it is the centrifugal force which plays the role of gravitation.;

Experimental observations of this type of instability have been

reported by a mnnber of authors in the 1960's, as reviewed by I.ehnert

[1967]. It is also observed in the Eindhoven rotating plasma

experiment (Boeschoten et al [1975], Pots [1979]).

Only since 1969 have low-frequency instabilities due to shear in the

plasma rotation been identified, primarly with the edge oscillations

observed in Q machines (Kent, Jen and Chen [1969], Perkins and

J assby [197:1]). Also, this Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instability has

been observed in hollow cathode arcs (HiCS [1973]).

In this thesis we are primarly concerned with the equilibrium and

stability of a rotating plasma. As a starting point we choose the

kinetic equations for ions and electrons supplemented with the

Maxwell equations and the appropriate boundary conditions. 1m exact

solution of this formidable set of nonlinear partial integro

differential equations seems impossible and is moreover not needed
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since we are only interested in macrDscopic quantities like density,

velocity and temperature. Therefore we restrict our attention to the

maCrDscopic equations, i.e. the equations that describe the behaviour

of the macrDscopic quantities. Now, by means of a standani prDcedure

(cf. Braginskii [1965]) one obtains these macrDscopic equations from

the kinetic equations, which have to be supplemented with

constitutive relations for the stress tensor, the friction force,

heat flux etc. These constitutive relations can be found frDm

apprDxirnate solutions of the kinetic equations. It is clear however,

that extra assumptions are needed now in order to justify this

apprDxirnation. Therefore we restrict our attention to plasmas for

which one or more small parameters can be distinguished. For example

we consider a time scale of interest that is long compared to the

inverse of the cyclotrDn frequency, and a length scale that is large

compared to a micrDscopic length scale like the cyclotrDn radius.

Then an ordering scheme can be made, a consistent application of which

enables one to construct a solution of the kinetic equations by

iteration.

In such a way a closed set of equations may be obtained on the

hydrodynamic level.

In this thesis two different models for the rDtating plasma will be

considered: in the first part we investigate the equilibrium of a

"fast" rDtating plasma (~gneto !iJdrDd....JIlamic ordering) and in the

second part the stability of a slowly rDtating, "weakly" unstable

plasma (finite ~or ~dius ordering). A striking difference between

these orderings is the fact that, reganiing the stability of the

plasma, for a F.L.R. plasma viscosity effects due to the finite Larmor

radius are important, whereas in a M.H.D. plasma they are negligible

(at least to the required order).

The L H. D. ordering assumes the E x "B-drift Vto be of the same order

of ma;;nitude as the ion thennal velocity vth, i' Introducing the

E x "B- drift frequency ~ = 0(VIL), where L is a typical length scale,

we obt, '.in w.., = 0(EW .). Here, the small parameter E is the ratio of
t. Cl

the Lal mor radius to the length scale L and W • is the ion cyclotrDn
Cl

frequency. Then, to lowest order the plasma rDtation is given by the
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E x B-drift, ac=rding to the momentum equations.

For studies on low-frequency stability one assumes w = 0(w....) = 0(£w .)
.t. Cl

(Janssen [1978]).

In part I of this thesis we start frcm a kinetic equation with a

Landau collision term and we utilize the M.H.D. ordering to obtain a

simple description of the steady state IDtation and the density of a

plasma. To this end we calculate the collisional transport of the

particles in the radial direction and the resulting radial current.

Thus; the IDtation of the plasma is driven by the azimuthal component

of the j x B-force which is balanced by ion viscosity. Also, due to

the sheared plasma IDtation the ions are better confined than might be

expected fIDm "classical" diffusion alone. Therefore a relatively

high plasma density is found on the axis of the plasma column.

The model , given here, is valid for arbitrary values of WciTii (Tii

is the ion - ion collision mean free time). Explicit results are only

given for W •T •• « 1, a regime in which the Eindhoven Rotating plasma
Cl II

column is operating.

On the other hand, in the F.L.R. ordering it is assumed that

V = 0-(£ vth,i) and consistently that the frequency w = O(~) =
O(£Zwci)' In the F.L.R. theory the electric force density is of the

same order rnagnitude as the pressure gradient, e n E = 0(\7p), i. e. the

plasma is "warm" in comparison with M.H.D. where en E » \7p.

In part II we investigate the stability of a IDtating F.L.R. plasma

on the basis of a =llisionless kinetic equation. Results regarding

the stability can shown to be valid for W .T.· » 1 (in a two-
Cl II

dimensional model). For this reason this model cannot be applied to

the Eindhoven Rotating plasma experiment; for hot plasmas, like in

tandem mirror machines, the results seem useful.

Due to F.L.R. effects a threshold for instability is found. The

nonlinear evolution in time of an llilstable plasma near this threshold

is determined. This pIDblem can be handled since only one mode is

unstable and this single mode has a gIDwthrate that is small compared

to its oscillation frequency. Therefore, two time scales can be

distinguished so that the multiple time scale method can be fruitfully

applied to this ''weakly'' unstable plasma. The nonlinear theory of a
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M.H.D. plasma is usually much more tedious, mainly because in that

case no threshold for instability exists.

The basic reason for using the M.H.D. ordering for the equilibrium and

the F.L.R. ordering for the perturbations is related to the concept

of a typical lengthscale L. This length L can either be a gradient

length of the steady state quantities or a typical wavelength of the

perturbations. Thus the interpretation of L depends on whether the

ordering is used for the description of the equilibrium of the plasma

or the stability of such an equilibrium. In the latter case the

smallest of the equilibrium length and the wave length should be

taken.

If the equilibrium length is large canpared to the typical wave length

it is therefore possible to give a proper description of the

equilibrium on the basis of M.H.D., whereas for the waves F.L.R.

effects should be taken into account. This justifies our choice of the

topics in part I and part II.

Finally, it should be noted that the M.H.D. model for the plasma

includes all the physics that is present in the F.L.R. model, the ~

converse is however not true.

But, in order that M.H.D. theory covers the F.L.R. effects, this

theory has to be evaluated to third order in £. Then, taking the

appropriate limits, the F.L.R. equations result.

So actually ,'Ie only have to deal with the M.H.D. ordering. In

practice however, it is simpler to assume the F.L.R. ordering from

the very beginning in order to solve the kinetic equations for ions

and electrons iteratively to obtain the constitutive relations with

F.L.R. effects included.

To avoid any confusion we note that in this thesis we only compare

lowest order results of M.H.D. theory with those of F.L.R.

- 6 -
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PART I: EQUILIBRIUM OF A ROTATING M.H.D. PlASMA

1. Introduction

This par't deals with the rotation and density of a cylindrical,

current carrying plasma in an axial magnetic field. OUr starting

point is the set of m::>rnent equations, supplemented with the transport

equations as derived by Braginskii [1965]. These transport equations

are correct in the M.H.D. ordering discussed in the general

introduction. We recall that in lowest order the rotation of a M.H.D.
•• -+ ""*plasma 1S glven by the E x B-drift.

In section 2 an equation for the potential is derived from the

momentum and continuity equation of ions and electrons in which the

M.H.D. ordering is consequently utilized. In section 3 our result is

compared with previous results in the literature; especially KlUber' s

model is discussed (KlUber [1970J). The equation for the density is

derived in section 4. Assuming a constant temperature plasma we

finally arrive at a coupled set of equations for potential and

density, which will be solved in the limit W .T ••«1 (collisional
Cl 11

limit). In this limit the potential equation is independent of the

density and for a simple geometry an exact solution can be given.

The exact solution is a series of Besselfunctions for which under

certain conditions the first term already gives an accurate

approximation. This app:roxination is substituted in the equation for

the density and in section 5 an app:roxima.tion for the density can be

given in the limit of small ionization and recambination and small

inertial effects. Insection 6 the validity of the M.H.D. ordering

will be discussed and in section 7 the potential equation is

reconsidered: a variational principle is derived, the Eulerian

equation of which is the potential equation found in section 2. In

essence this principle is a necessary condition for the stationarity

of the rate of heat production in the plasma., provided the total

power input is constant. Section 8 finally gives a summary of

. conclusions.
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2. The Potential Equation for a M.H.D. Plasma

In this section we derive an equation for the potential of a

rotating plasma in the stationary state. The basic equations we

start from are the first two moment equations Obtained from

Boltzmarm 's equation. They read

- Vps - v.IT
s

+ e n (E+~ xB) + R
s s s

a n + V.n ~ = Q
at s s s s

d(s) ->

ffiSDS~ Us =

(2.1)

des) a ->-
Here s refers to electrons (e) or ions (i) and~ = at + us. V

Furthermore, n is the density, ~ the macroscopic velocity,
s s

p the pressure, IT the stress tensor, whereas Ris the elastics s
and inelastic friction force between electrons and ions.

Moreover E is the electric field and B the magnetic induction; it

points in axial direction and is constant in space and time. Note

that the magnetic induction generated by the plasma is neglected

(e.g. the Pinch effect), an approximation which is usually called

the low-S approximation, where S = 2]1 p/B2
•

o
The source term in the equation of continuity represents ionization

and recombination. In this treatment friction with neutrals will be

neglected, since the neutral density is very l~w.

The moment equation (2.1) can be derived from a Boltzmarm-like

equation by multiplication with 1 and ~ resp. and integration over

velocity space. However, the form of quantities like the stress

tensor IT and friction force Ris at this stage llilknown. Braginskiis
[1965] has given the transport equations for a plasma close to

equilibrium in a magnetic field. In his treatment it is assumed

that the macroscopic length scale L is much larger than some

microscopic scale length like the mean free path ,\ or the

cyclotron radius a, and the macroscopic time scale is much larger

than microscopic time scales like the largest collisional time

scale T or the inverse of the cyclotron frequency w . For ac
M.H.D. plasma one can order the various terms in the Boltzmann

equation in such a manner that in lowest order the plasma is in

local thermodynamical equilibrium. All irreversible effects like

- 10 -



friction and viscosity are first order already. With first order

we mean that those effects are of order AIL (in a weak magnetic

field (w T«l» or aiL (in a strong magnetic field (w T»1».
c c

In appendix A we have outlined that for a M.H.D. plasma. indeed the

above ordering of the terms in the l?oltzmann equation is possible.

For details of this scheme we refer to Braginskii [1965] where the

full form of the stress tensor, friction force, heat conduction,

etc. is given and where the transport coefficients are calculated.

For definiteness we have given the form of the transport equations

in appendix A, where also the conditions for the validity of these

transport equations are given.

Other references which are useful in this connection are: the

Robinson and Bernstein [1962] paper on a variational description

of transport phenomena, and the paper of A. Salat [1975] on

transport equations for high flow velocity. For transport in a

simple gas we refer to Chapman and Cowling [1953].

As is well known, f:rom l?oltzmarm' s equation an infinite hierarchy

of macroscopic equations can be derived. To truncate this

hierarchy, in this thesis only isothenml plasmas are considered,

where p = nkT (T is the temperature and k is l?oltzmann' s constant).

The validity of this assumption, which will not be used before

section 4, will be discussed in section 6.

In order to obtain a complete set of equations we need Maxwell's

equations. Of course \f.B = 0 is automatically satisfied since a

constant applied magnetic field is considered and Ampere I s law is

not needed because of the 10,,,-8 approximation. Moreover the

assumption of quasineutrality is made (we replace Poisson's equation

by ne '" ni =n, see section 6) resulting in the Maxwell equations

(2.2)

\f x E= 0 (hence E= - \f$).

- 11 -



Also in Faraday's law the low-S approximation is utilized.

The set of equations (2.1-2) describes the behaviour of an

isothe:mal, quasi-neutral, low-S plasma in an axial magnetic field

for which friction with neutrals is neglected. In order to solve

this coupled, nonlinear set of differential equations we restrict

ourselves to a M.H.D. plasma. Application of the M.H.D. ordering

results in a tremendous simplification of the set (2.1-2) as will

be described now.

The basic assumption in the M.H.D. ordering is that the electric

drift velocity V = E X B/B2 is of the order of the ion thermal

velocity vth . =V2kT./m. ,
,1 1 1

(2.3)

In the following perpendicular and parallel refer to directions

with respect to the applied magnetic field B. From equation (2.3)

one infers that the perpendicular electric force enE..L is

considerably JIDre important than the pressure gradient,

_ 1
enE - 0(-17 p)

..L E..L
(2.4)

here E = a. I l:L where a. is the ion-cyclotron radius (a. = vth . I w .,
1 1 1 ,1 C1

wci 1S the cyclotron frequency) and L.L. is a typiCal gradient

length in perpendicular direction (1/L.L.'= 117;9..nAl, A is a

macroscopic quantity). Moreover, the E x B frequency

'% = O(V/LJ ) = O(EWci)' hence relatively low rotation frequencies

are considered, at least if E « 1, an assumption which is made

throughout this whole thesis. In appendix A we will show that this

assumption is necessary for the validity of Braginskii's transport

coefficients (for W .T •• > 1). In the opposite case (w .T •. < 1)
C1 11 - C1 11

E«1 is an extra assumption however.

Another parameter which is of importance in this problem is the

Hall parameter W . T •• , where T.. is the ion-ion collision time
C1 11 11

(Braginskii [1965]). In this section tv.KJ different cases will be

considered, namely W ·T·· « 1 and W .T •• » 1, which is equivalent
C1 11 C1 11

- 12 -



to Aii « a
i

resp. a
i

« A
ii

, where Aii is the mean free path for

ion-ion collisions.

From equ,ation (2.4-) and Faraday rs law in the low-S approximation

one obtains that the parallel electric force enEII is larger than

the parallel pressure gradient. The azimuthal component of
17 +E 0 0 lind· °cal ~-". 0 d E d E = 0 dv x = m cy rl cOOLumates glves dZ l' - dr Z ' an ,

introducing a typical parallel gradient length LII ' one obtains

L
= O(L 1. E )

II l'

and finally,

(2.5)

(2.6)

It will be assumed that we are dealing with a long thin plasma

column, i.e. L..L!LII « 1-

MJreover the smallness of m 1m. is used throughout this thesis.
e l

For this reason electron inertia and electron viscosity will be

neglected in the electron momentum equation (c.f. Braginskii

[1965]). MJreover, w oTo 0 «w T 0 (where T 0 is the electron-ion
Cl II ce el el

collision time) for electron temperatures T = 0(T 0 ) •

e l

Let us now return to the basic set of equations (2.1-2).

Introducing the current density J = en (~o-~ ) one obtains the
l e

equation for the current density by substraction of the electron-

continuity equation from the ion-continuity equation (using quasi

neutrality) ,

'V.J = II..L' J.l. + 'VII .JII = 0 , (2.7)

where Q = Q. • From equation (2.7) we obtain the potential equatione l

for a rotating plasma. To this end J..L and JII are calculated from

the IllOmentum equations for ions and electrons.
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To determine 1..L the perpendicular components of the JOC)mentum

equations for ions and electrons have to be solved. This will be

done with an iterative procedure where the assumptions listed

above are utilized. Let us start with the ion momentum equation;

£ £ £2 1 1 (W
ce

T
ci

)-1 £3

d(i)->- ->- ->- 13 ->- ->- (2.8)min dt ui
= VPi V.rr. + en(E + u. x ) + R. -m.u.Q

1 1, l"'e 1 1

By means of the M.H.D. ordering it is now possible to obtain the

ordering of the various tenns as indicated in equation (2. 8). The

electric force and the magnetic force are of order 1 (times

en vth,i B), the inertia term and pressure gradient are of order £.

The order of the ion viscosity (see appendix A) depends on the

magnitude of w . T. .• The most important contribution to the ionC1 11
viscosity is of order n V/L~ ,where according to Braginskii [1965],

l' ....

n = 1
3
0 nkTT . . /(w .T .. )21 11 C1 11

n = nkTT ..
1 11

W .T •• « 1C1 11

W .T·· » 1C1 11

(2.9)

From equation (2.9) one obtains that the ion-viscosity is of the

order £2 (W • T •• ). envthB for W • T .• « 1, and is of the orderC1 11 C1 11

£2CW .T •• )-1envthB for W .T •• » 1, hence an upper estimate forC1 11 C1 11

the ion viscosity is v.rr
i

~ £2envthB.

The ion-electron friction is of the order (w T • )"':1envthB andce e1
the Jast term, m.~.Q can be considered afterwards; it is of the

1 1

order £ 3. This is also an upper estimate and can be found by

estimation of Q via the ion-continuity equation and eq. (2.13b ).

We ,conclude that two small parameters are involved in the

perpendicular component of the ion-JOC)mentum equation, namely £ and

. (w T • )-1 (at least whenever W T • » 1). Now expanding the ion
ce e1 ce e1

velocity in powers of £ and (w T • )-1 the ion-momentum equationce e1
can be solved and to first order in (w T .) -1 and second order ince e1
£ we obtain

- 14 -



EE1 E 2 . (W T .)-1
, ce el

Vp.xB m. ->- -;t (V.7T.-R. )xB
~. = V l__ 2:~ VXti l=---=l="'t..:e,--_

l enB2 e Dt B2 enB2

(2.10)

(i)
->- ->- ->- 2 D a ->- (d ). fwhere V = E x BIB , Dt = at + V. V and dt ui 1 lS the rate 0 change

of ~. in first order. In V.7T. we have substituted the E x B-drift
l l

Vin stead of Ubecause the viscous term is already of order E
2 ,

. + . .-+
and In R. we have substltuted the expreSSlon for u. correct tol,e l
to first order in E for reasons which will soon become clear.

It is consistent with the neglect of electron inertia and viscosity

to solve the ion-momentum equation only to first order in

(w T . )-1, since corrections of O(w T . )_2 are Oem 1m.).
ce el ce el e l

Of course one can also expand density, pressure, electric and

magnetic field in powers of E and (w T . )-1, but a lot of terms
ce el

can be combined in such a way that to the required order the same

expression for ~ . results.
l

From equation (2.10) one sees that the ion velocity is mainly

determined by the E x &-drift V, that the ion-diamagnetic drift

and the polarization drift are first order corrections and that

the corrections due to particle transport are only second order

in E or first order in (w T . )-1.
ce el

A coupling between ions and electrons is present through the ion

electron friction, for this force is proportional to the relative

drift ~.-~ . Hence in order to know~. explicitly one has to solve
l e l

the perpendicular component of the electron-momentum equation as

well. Since m 1m. « 1, electron inertia and viscosity can bee l

neglected and

o =
E

(2.11)
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Once again the snall par'aJreter (w T .) -1 occurs and solving eq.
ce el

(2.11) iteratively one obtains

-+ -+
u =w e

R .(~) x 13
e,l (2.12)

-+ -+ -+
where w = V + Vp X B/enB2

, correct to first order in £ and zeroth
e

order in (w T . )-1.
ce el

Till now we have not used the assumption of stationarity. This was

done on purpose. We emphasize naJrely, that with the aid of

equations (2.10) and (2.12) it is also possible to treat low

frequency stability (i.e. W = O(w
E

) = O(£w .), where W is a typical
Cl

oscillation frequency)of an axisymmetrical plasma. A first order

theory (hence no collisions are taken into account) for the

stability of a rotating M.H.D. plasma, based on eqns (2.10),

(2.12), is given by Janssen [1978].

This illustrates the potential usefulness of this ordering scheme,

since both equilibriUlll and low-frequency stability can be treated

on the SaJre footing.

1:' •• • th' ( a a 0)
L or an axlSymmetrlCal plasma ill e statlonary state at = a<j> =
the azimuthal component of the electric field vanishes

(II x E = 0) and one obtains from the azimuthal components of eqns.

(2.10) and (2.12) the azimuthal components of the ion and electron

velocity,

E
r

ap.
E l E2

r ar mi r
=--+------

B enB eB 3 r
aPe
ar

B enB

(2.13a)

correct to first order in £ and zeroth order in (w T . )_1.
ce el

The rotation of the plasma is mainly due to the E x 13-drift,

according to equation (2 .13a). For the relative drift between ions

and electrons in azimuthal direction we obtain

- 16 -



, .... .... Cl .... ....
(u.-u )~ =~ (p +p.)/enB2 - m.E2 /eB 3r (note that the E x B-drifts

1 e ~ or ell
cancel) and this relative drift is of the order £Vth,i'

Substitution of equation (2.13a) in the radial components of

equatioris (2.10) and (2.12) results in one of" the main results of

this section

nu =
er

1
el3w L .

ce el
J- (p +p.) - m Th)2 - l n .l.. kT
or eli E 2 Clr e

(2.13b)

.... .... .
where the E x B..drlft frequency ~ =
Moreover we have used

E IrB.
r

....
R .
e,l

.... m n 3 n 13XVkTe= - R. =~ (l'i.-lt ) - - --- ----
l,e Lei 1 e 2 wceLei B

(2.14)

according to Braginskii [1965], where the first term is just the

analogue of the Newton-friction and the second term represents the

Nernst effect. By now it must be clear why we have to substitute

the ion and the electron velocity correct to first order in £ in

the Newton-friction force since the E x 13-drift cancels in the

relative drift of ions and electrons.

A radial component of the velocity is only present due to

dissipative processes like ion-ion viscosity and ion-electron

friction. Transport of partiCles due to electron-ion collisions

is usually called "classical" diffusion and if only this type of

collisions is present ions and electrons diffuse at the same rate,

as is obvious from equation (2 .13b). If however, a strongly

sheared rotation of the plasma is present, viscosity will become

important and the ions and the electrons diffuse at a different

rate. Hence a radial component of the current density j isr
found ; it reads

(2.15)
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and this result will be substituted in the equation for the current

density (2. 7). The effect of the ion-electron friction force will

be discussed in section 4.

Note that the influence of ion-viscosity compared to that of the

electron-ion collisions can be measured by the dimensionless

number a. :: T]lw""'w T ./nk(T +T.), which for a collision dominated
.t. ce el e l

plasma (w . T •• « 1) can be rewritten in the form
Cl II

T.
l

a. = (T +T.)
e l

W .T··W T .Cl II ce el W •
Cl

(2.16a)

and for the opposite case (w . T •• » 1) as
Cl II

T.
a. = 0.3. l

T +T.e l

W T .
ce el

W ·T··Cl II
W·Cl

W .T •• » 1
Cl II

(2.16b)

(Janssen and Boeschoten [1979]).

We now proceed with a determination of the parallel component of

the current density j. To this end the parallel component of the

electron JIDmentum equation is solved. It reads in the limit

m 1m. « 1,
e l

(2.17)

where RII = enjll 0liJ. - 0.71n dd
z

kT
e

(Braginskii [1965]).

Using equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) the various terms in
d aPe

equation (2.17) are found to be: 0.71n dZ kTe = O(EenEII ), az =

O(EenEII ) (T
e

=O(T
i
». Hence

(2.18)

and we will substitute the lowest order result for j II in the

current density equation; the accuracy of this approximation will

be discussed in a while.
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We are now able to obtain the main result of this section SlIlce

substitution of the expressions for the radial and parallel current

densities (eqns. (2.15) and (2.18) resp.) in the current equation

(2.7) gives the potential equation for a rotating M.H.D. plasma in

the stationary state:

d 2 d =
dZ aII B dZ <jJ 0, (2.19)

where E = - 'i7<jJ.

We remark that according to equation (2.19) the parallel current

density is due to parallel electron motion (usually uell »uill )

whereas the perpendicular current density is due to the

"Slowing down" of the ions because of ion-viscous forces.

S· 7. 7 hlIlce J.L lS calculated to second order and J II only to zerot

order in E the consistency of this derivation has to be considered.

Requiring that both tenus of equation (2.19) are of the same order

we obtain

Ll 2
IT Ha = 0(1)

,II
(2.20)

(
1 mi ')Now, Ha = 0 --r (-m) 4 , where n1 = nkTT.. f (see eq. (2. 9) ) .

Ef2 e II

Hence the Hartmann number is large, according to our assumptions

of the M.H.D. model. The Hartmann number is usually encountered in

the problem of flow of viscous conducting fluids in a magnetic

field (see e.g. Jackson [1962]).

To conclude this section the boundary conditions are given for the

configuration given in figure (2.1). Here the anode is a perfectly

conducting end-plate whereas the cathode is a ring of infinitesimal

thickness. The other walls are supposed to be non-conducting. The

boundary conditions read to lowest order in E,
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L

'":::>o
Co
C1l $

isolator

Fig.2.1 Schematic of the (idealized) experiment. The inset
shows details of the electrodes.

1) E = 0, jr = 0 for r = 0, r = ar

2) 0, jz
1

0
0(r-r

k
)

(2.21)z = = 21Tr'k

z = L, E = 0
r

At r =a the radial electric field is equal to zero because the

azimuthal velocity uep = - E/rB + O(E) vanishes at the wall

(no-Slip condition); JIlOreover the radial current density vanishes

at the wall since this wall is non-conducting. The ring-cathode

is considered as a plate in the limit P -+ 0 (see figure 2.1) for

which

0, j obviously equals the expression in
a z

eq. (2.21) where {rdro(r-r
k

) = r
k

. Of course, at the conducting

plate anode the radial electric field vanishes.

This choice of the configuration, as given in figure 2.1, has been

inspired by the rotating plasna experiment oPerated at the

Eindhoven University of Technology (F. Boeschoten et al. [1975];

B.F.M. Pots [1979]). For some appropriate choice of plasma

Parameters (which will be given in section 4) the assumptions

listed in this section can be satisfied.

a

1 0 = J rctrctepjz'

o
In the limit p -+
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For an isothennal plasma the potential equation (2.19)

supplemented with the boundary conditions (2.21) can be solved in

the limit W .T •• « 1 since then the viscosity coefficient 11
1

, as
Cl 11

given in (2.9), is independent of the density and hence a constant.

Also the parallel conductivity aII is independent of the density.

The solution of this boundary value problem for the potential </J

will be given in section 4. Uniqueness and existence of the

solution has been proved by van Odenhoven [1978].

Section 3 fonns an intermezzo. Here we compare our results with

those found by DillieI' [1970]. Also other references are discussed

briefly.
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3. Comparison with Previous Results

In 1955 A. Simon [1955] considered the problem of diffusion of

like particles across a magnetic field. The treatment was confined

to a simple gas (only one particle species present) in slab

geometry. The effect of an electrical field was not taken into

account. Note that Simon's expression for the diffusion of like

particles can be adapted to cylindrical geometry by substitution

of the diamagnetic drift-frequency un' instead of the E x B-
drift frequency <Or;' in equation (2.16).

A.N. Kaufman [1958] generalized Simon's treatment to the case of

an (time-dependent) electric field E. He too considered slab

geometry and ignored the axial dependence (i. e. along the magnetic

field) of the electric field E. His main result is that in the

steady state (Le. it E=O) the E x B-drift frequency equals the

diamagnetic drift frequency, thus no net rotation results. The

drawback in this treatment is that no axial dependence is allowed

for the electric field, an assumption which cannot be justified in

view of our remarks regarding the consistency condition (2.20).

Although the axial dependence of the electric field is weak, axial

effects can still be of importance because of a relatively high

parallel conductivity, L e. the Hartmann number is large.

Oktay and Robinson [1973] made some rough estimates regarding the

the particle transport in a rotating plasma column resulting in a

potential profile in agreement with their experiment. A more

elegant treatment of plasma rotation is given by KLUber.

O. KLUber [1970] proposed a model for the rotation of a plasma

column based on macroscopic equations. In order to compare our

results with those of KLUber his model equations will be rederived

below. In KLUber' s treatment the plasma is considered as a

conducting fluid and therefore the basic equations are taken to be

two Maxwell equations, Ohm's generalized law and the Navier~Stokes

equation:
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v.3 ....
= 0, V xE = 0

1 -t .... .... xB 3xB VPe (3.1)a] = E + V ---+--
en en

+dv Vp + V.1T
-t ....

P dt + = ] xB

Here p is the plasma mass density (p = m n + m.n.), ~ is theeel l
plasma velocity (~ = (m ~ + m.~.)/(m + m.)), p is the electron

eel l e l e
pressure, p is the total plasma pressure (p = p + p.) and 1T is the

e l

viscosity tensor for the ions (m 1m. «1). In the basic set of
e l

equations a simplified version of the friction force between ions

and electrons is used (the Ner.nst effect is neglected for

instance). Note that Ohm's law and the Navier-Stokes equation can

be obtained flXlTll the JIDIJlentum equations for ions and electrons

(2. 1) by taking appropriate linear combinations.

In KlUber' s model it is assumed that the plasma has constant mass

density and temperature. Solving V x E = 0 by introduction of the

electrical pbtential ep, E = - Vep, one obtains from the perpendicular

component of Ohm's law

(3.2)

VB+J:.-jBr en r

Elimination of jep gives the following formula for jr

jr = 0
1

[ - ~: + vepB + WceTeivrBJ (3.3)

where 0 1 = 01/(1 + (w T .)2).
-L. ce el

To proceed Klliber assumes that the radial plasma velocity is equal

to zero. Here we will not do this, since it is our aim to extend

Klliber's calculations to the case of non-vanishing radial plasma

velocity. Moreover Klliber's assumption seems rather suspect for

W T . » 1, at least.according to equation (3.3).ce el
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Note that because of m 1m. « 1,e l

For the unknowns </>, vr ' v</>' \' and

the following set of equations:

v '" u ..r lr

j we have equation (3.3) and
z

a) 1
O jz
II

= - ~
Clz

b)

c)

d)

- pV¢/r = j</>B = O-LBf ~~ - vr ]

Cl 1 Cl Cl z
jrB = - {V.n}</> = III Clr Lr:; Clr rvij>} + Il z ClzZ v</>

la .+Cl'=Or Clr r J r az J z

(3.4-)

The first equation of this set is the z-component of Ohm's law

(note that Klilber wrongly assumed 011 = 0-L !) and the second and

third equation is the radial resp. the azimuthal component of the

Navier-Stokes equation, in which it is tacitly assumed that

v «v",. M::lreover, in (3.4-b)we have neglected {V.n} compared to
r ~ r

the centrifugal force - pv$/r, an assumption which is correct in

the M.H.D. ordering (see section 2 eq. (10». The last equation

just expresses conservation of the charge.

We just follow the lines of Klilber and substitute (3. 3) and (3. 4-a)

m (3.4-c) and (3.4d) to obtain two coupled equations for </> and v</>,

a)

(3.5)

in which v is still unknown. KlUber, however, asswnes v = 0,r. r
and thus obtains a closed set of equations on which all his

cal~ulations are based. The question is, of course, whether this

assump,)l1 \I ," J wI be met in view of the basic set (3.1). To seer
this, and in order to compare our results (eq. 2.19) with KlUber's

results we differentiate (3.5b) with respect to r and eliminate

?4- -



<l<l><lr by means of (3. 5a). The result is a fourth order partial

differential equation for v <1>:

To eliminate v we return to the set (3.2) and (3.4). From equationr
(3.2) we obtain

(3.7)

and substitution of (3.4b) (note we have not used this equation

till now) and (3.4c) in eq. (3.7) results in the following

expression for v ,r

1
0J..B '

(3.8)

which is in general non-vanishing, but still might be small.

Finally we substitute the expression for v in eq. (3.6) to obtain
r

T]l <l 1 <l <l 1 <l T]2 <l 1 <l <l2----r---rv +----r-v
B dr r <lr <lr r <lr <I> B <lr r <lr <lz2 <I>

(3.9)

in the limit W T . » 1.
ce el

We conclude that the model equations of Kliiber are based on an

invalid assumption, resulting in an unnecessarily complicated

differential equation. For fini-ce v some terms cancel (compare
r

(3.6) and (3. 9 » and one might 'NOnder whether KlUber' s results can

be saved because the cancelled terms are small. Comparison of the
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term ~\ ddr ~ d~ rvep and vepB gives the dimensionless number

R = (w T .) 2/ (Ha) 2, where Ha is the Hartmann number.
ce el

Hence the results of KlUber are still valid for R « 1, which is

usually not the case. KlUber's model was also criticized by

van Well [1977].

In order to compare our results with eq. ( 3 . 9) we realize that

LJ./L//« 1 (hence the second term in (3.9) can be neglected) and

that according to the M.H.D. ordering the centrifugal force is

much smaller than the magnetic force envepB. Thus from (3.9) it

follows in M.H.D.

This equation can be obtained from the potential equation (2.19)

by differentiating this equation with respect to r and

eliminating ~t through the relation vep = ;B ~~ .

Finally, we want to emphasize that the derivation of the equation

for the rotation of a plasma column (3.10) is less general than

the one given for the potential equation (2.19) since in (3.10) a

uniform plasma with constant temperature is assumed. Moreover the

basic equations are less general than the ones used in section 2

(we refer here to the limit L.l/L// « 1). Note that this remark is

not in conflict with the use of the M.H.D. ordering in the

derivation of the potential equation. Both derivations, namely,

assume Braginskii' s transport coefficients to be valid (we recall

that these can only be used for a M.H.D. plasma). As a matter of

fact, the basic assumptions behind the transport theory of

Braginskii (e.g. the M.H.D. ordering) are just consistently

utilized in the derivation of the potential equation (2.19).
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We have already obtained the potential equation for a rotating

plasma, satisfying the assumptions listed in section 2, and have

compared it with the results of KlUber. In this simple M.H.D. model

of the plasma the current in radial direction is determined by the

ion viscosity whereas the parallel current is determined by

electron-ion collisions.

In general, the viscosity coefficient is a function of the

density and hence to obtain a self-consistent solution, the

equations for potential and density have to be solved simultaneous~

ly. Also, the coefficients in the potential equation are a function

of ion and electron temperature, but we assume these temperatures

to be constant from now on.

We now derive the equation for the density. To this end we

substitute the expression for the ion flux (eq. (2.13b)) into the

continuity equation for the ions (eq. (2.1)) and obtain for an

isothermal stationary plasma the following form of the diffusion

equation

1 Cl ~1 Clr
3

TJ! Cl 1 {k(T+T.),~n-m.~}J=Qr Clr r l!'z Clr eB Clr ~ - eBw T . e ~ or ~ L
ce e~

(4-.1)

where ~ = ;13 ~~ . 'I1',e first term on the left is the ion flux due

to ion viscosity (this term contains the radial current) whereas

the second term on the left is the ion flux due to ion-electron

collisions (we recall that the electron flux is given by this

term). In deriving equation (4-.1) we have assumed that the parallel

ion velocity u. is much smaller than the electron 'velocity u .
~z ez

For this reason parallel convection of the ions (i.e. the

J- nu. -term) can be neglected, because according to eq. (2. 20)
oZ ~z

the viscous term in the potential equation (2.19) is of the same

order as the term ddz j z

The diffusion equation (4-.1) is a second order differential

equation for the density n which only contains differentiations
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with respect to r. Hence only two bOlll1dary conditions have to be

specified. We take

n(a,z) = 0

(4.2)

nU
ir

( 0 , z ) = 0

and we recall that the boundary value problem for the potential eI>

reads (see section 2)

and

1 d [1 d 3 d (1 del» ] d B2 d "'r 3r r 3r r n1 ar r ar - az CJ; dZ '¥ =

E = 0, jr = 0 for r = 0, r = ar

jz
I= - ---..:':JL OCr-r ) z = 0

2TIr
k

k '

E = 0, z = Lr

0, O<r<a, O<z<L

(4.3)

It is the purpose of this section and the next one to obtain a

(approximate) solution of the set (4.1-3) in the limit W .T •• « 1;
Cl II

in this limit the viscosity coefficient n
1

is not dependent of the

density n (see (2.9» and hence a constant because of the

assumption of constant temperature. For this reason the potential

equation decouples from the diffusion equation (also the parallel

conductivity 0;/ is constant for an isothennal plasma).

We proceed as follows. First we give a series solution for the

boundary value problem for the potential. In a large part of r-z

space already one term of this series is an accurate approximation

to the exact solution. This one term approximation of the exact

solution will be substituted into the diffusion equation and the

solution for the case that the source term Q is small will be

given in the next section.
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The potential equation can be written in the following concise form

in the limit W .T .. « 1,
C1 11

(4.4)

where R,2 = n/<jIB2 and R, has the dimension of length.

For the boundary conditions we obtain in the limit wciTii « 1,

o<j> _
0, o 1 0 0

<j> ° for r 0,or - or tr; or r or} = = r = a

o<j> = 0, z = L, °~r~a (4.5)
or

jz =
o<j> _ - ~o (r-r ) z = 0- all oz - 21fT' k 'k

where we have used eqns. (2.15) and (2.18).

The boundary value problem (4.4), (4. 5) can be solved by means of

the method of separation of variables and as a result we obtain

the following series solution for <j> (Van Odenhoven [1978]),

where y = j I n l a (j . is the nth zero of the Besselfunction ofn , l,n
the first kind and first order), J 0 is the Besselfunction of the

first kind and zeroth order, and a = R,y 2.n n
Note that the constant a can be expressed in terms of the Hartmann

n I.---B2
'all

nwnber: an = j 1 ,nYn /Ha , whereHa = a V~ . The series solution

converges rapidly in a large part of r-z space, but near the

cathode region the convergence is very slow. For large n, a '" n 2
,

n
and whenever alL> 1, an accurate approximation for the exact

solution is provided by the first tenn of the series in (4.6)
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(4.7)

This approxmation breaks down near the cathode region. With the aid

of equation (4.7) simple approxmate expressions are obtained for
.. ++. -+ ++

the electrlc fleld E
r

, the E x B-drlft V, the Ex B-frequency
• -7

wE and the z-component of the current denslty J:

Er(r,z) _ <l<jJ = y1I g
J g (y 1r

k
)

• J g( Y1r )sinh C1 (L-z)
<lr TICJlla

2 ct 1 J~ (Y a)cosh ct L
1 1

V<jJ(r,z) = E IB ~(r,z) = E IrB (4.8)
r r

j (r,z)
<l<jJ _ I [ J o(y 1r k ) ]

= CJI az - - ~2 1 + J2 (yp)cosh ct
1
L . et (Y1 r)cosh C1 (L-z)z

0

As an illustration we have plotted lines of constant velocity V<jJ in

fig. 4. 1. Also the radial and axial dependence of ~, and the radial

dependence of j are given in the figUres 4.2 and 4.3.
z

.8

.6

ria

4

.2 '--_-

o
.2 ·4

z/L

.6 .8

Fig.4.1 Lines of constant velocity in a rotating M.H.n. plasma.

From the plot of j versus radius r the limitations of thez
approximate solution are readily seen. For, according to the
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Fig.4.2 The rotation frequency ~(in
relative units) as a function
of r; ~(in units 10 5 rad/s)
as a function of z at r=O.

Fig. 4. 3 The current density
j (reI. units) as a
fUnction of r.

boundary conditions and the equation for the conservation of

charge, the current flo~·JS to the cathode at r = r
k

, which is

evidently not the case according to figure 4. 3 .

Moreover, in the cathode region there is a return current according

to fig. 4.3, but this is in contradiction with the boundary

condition (4.5) at z = O.

Also the current density j can be obtained from the approximate
r

solution (4.7). The result is

. n a [1 a at/> ] n1yf] (r z) = 1St - - - (r --) = Er' B ar r ar ar B2 r' (4.9)

hence the current density j is linearly dependent on the radial
r

electric field Er , jr = a..LEr, and the perpendicular conductivity

equals

(4.10)

For the ratio of perpendicular to parallel conductivity one obtains

alla// = jt.lHa.-2 , where Ha = a~2 . According to section 2
n1

(see eq. (2. 20» the Hartmann number is large, and we conclude that

oJ.!0';/ << 1. From the above considerations it turns out that in the
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stationary state the current density 1 can be derived from the

potential <P, but of course 1 is not perpendicular to the lines of

constant potential because a.L << all

In the calculation of the absolute values for the azimuthal

velocity V<P' the rotation frequency ~, etc., we have used the

following standard data for an Argon plasma: T. = 1 eV, T = 3 eV,
l e

n = 2.10 2om- 3, B = ~ T, I = 80 A, L = 1 m, a = 2.5 em and
3 0

r
k

= ~ a. These data are used in this part for illustrative

purposes and they are "typical" for the rotating plasma

experiment operated at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

For this set of data the assumption regarding the constancy of nI is

valid (w .T .. = 0.05) and the approximate solution (4.6) is
Cl II

accurate in a large part of r,z-space (a l '" 1). Moreover

L-L!I;I « 1 ('" 0.04), the parameter E: = a/L.L '" 0.1, and

V (z=!L) '" 1.5.10 3m/s whereas v h . '" 2.10 3m1s. The assumptions of
<P t ,l

quasineutrality , low-B and V '" vth,i will be discussed in more

detail in section 6.

The agreement of this theory and experiment is reasonable (within a

factor of two). Note however, that the results are sensitive with

respect to the fitting parameter a (anode-plate radius) and that

the actual geometry in the experiment is much more cc:rnplicated then

suggested in fig. 2.1 (see also fig. 3.1). Moreover,the assumption

of constant temperature is not valid in the experiment.

Nevertheless, a clear picture of the rotation of a plasma can be

inferred from this model, based on the M.H.D. assumptions listed

in section 2. The rotation of the plasma is driven by the azimuthal

component of the 1 x B-- force which is balanced by ion viscosity

(compare with eq. (2.15».lherefore a radial current must be

present, which means that the radial diffusion is not ambipolar,

i.e. ions and electrons diffuse at a different rate through the

magnetic field (see eq. (2.13b».

We emphasize however, that a radial electric field (and hence an

E x "B-rotation of the plasma) only occurs due to the form of the

electrodes (the anode and cathode). If, for example, also for the

cathode a conducting end-plate is taken the resulting boundary
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value problem yields an r-independent solution for <p, so that Er
-+ -+ • •

and therefore the E x B-cJr1ft 1S not present.

We have mentioned that for the standard conditions given on page 32

some requirements of section 2 are met. But a crucial asswnption

in the M.H.D. ordering, namely enE »Vp, has still not been
r

discussed. To this end the form of the density profile has to be

determined, which is the purpose of the next section.
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Having established an accurate approximation for the potential of

a rotating plasma, we are now able to solve the boundary value

problem for the density (eq. (4.1) and (4. 2) ). This will be done in

the limit of small source term Q and small centrifugal force. For

the source term we take

(5.1)

where (3 is the coefficient of collisional ionization and a. is the

coefficient of radiative recombination, which both are assumed to

be constant (for extensive measurements regarding the ionization

in an Argon plasma see Katsonis [1976]). These two processes are

dominant in the rotating plasma experiment (Pots [1979]).

By means of the approximate solution (4.72 for the potential ep we

can rewrite the viscosity term in the diffusion equation (4.1) and

obtain

1. .l.- r [ 0.L.Er _ 1 {k(T +T.') ~n - m.~}J :; (3n _ a.n 2

r Clr e eBw T . e l or lLce el

(5.2)

Equation (5.2) is a differential equation for n, for which the electric

field Er and the E x B-frequency ~ are known through the expression

for the potential (4. 7); they are functions of r and z. The

parameters oJ..' W ,B, T an T. are known constants, but T • is ace e l el
function of the density (T .'\,1/n, see appendix A).

el
yve recall that the boundary conditions for this problem read:

nu. (O,z) :; 0 and n(a,z) :; O.
lr

Introducing the classical diffusion coefficient

D..L :; k(T +T.)/eBw T . and the constant C:l..:; 1/w .W T ., we cane l ce el Cl ce el
write equation (5.2) in the following form,

(5.3)
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The first tenn represents the,effect of ion viscosity on the

diffusion of the particles, the second and third term represent the

effect of ion-electron collisions for an isothermal plasma (the

last two terms refer to what is usually called classical

diffusion). In fact the name classical diffusion for transport of

particles due to electron-ion collisions is objectionable, because

electrons and ions are transported with the same rate. Transport

of particles due to viscosity really deserves the name diffusion,

since ions and electrons, are transported at a different rate

because of viscosity (m 1m. « 1).
e l

In order to see more clearly under which conditions the centrifugal

effect and the source term Q are small all quantities in (5.3) are

made dimensionless. To this end we introduce

n = nino' (5.4)

where no' <Po' ~o and Y1 = j11/a(this is just a measure for the

inverse of the potential gradient length) are typiCal values, and

we obtain the following dimensionless form of the diffusion

equation for n,

(5.5a)

for 0 < x < j , 0 < z < L; the boundary conditions read
11

nu. (O,z) = 0, n(j ,z) = O.
lr 11

(5.5b)

In the constants C.Loand D.l.o we have substituted the typical value

no' From the diffusion equation (5. 5) one directly infers that the

effect of the source tenn is small if
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(5.6)

Usually ionization is dominant in the Eindhoven rotating plasma

(see B. Pots [1979]), so that the first condition in (5.6) is the

severest one. For S '" 10+ 3S- 1*) one obtains £1 '" 0.2 for the

standard conditions of section 4.

The .importance of centrifugal effects is measured by the dimension

less nwnber £ = m.w! ly 2k(T +T.), which is just the square of the
2 l LO 1 e l

ratio of E x B-drift V and the ion-acoustic speed c =Vk(T +T. )/m .•s ell

Centrifugal effects can be ne81ected whenever

(5.7)

For the standard conditions of section 4 we obtain in the midplane

of the plasma column (z = L/2), £2 '" 0.2.

We assUJre that the dimensionless nwnber G..L<p/enoD..Lo ,measuring the

importance of ion viscosity, is of the order one (this is the case

for the standard conditions), and hence two small parameters occur

in the diffusion equation, namely £1 and £2. The boundary value

problem (5. 5a-b) i will therefore be solved by means of an expansion

of the (dimensionless) density i'i in powers of £1 and £2. Only first

order corrections will be calculated.

In order to carry out the calculations it is useful to transform

the differential equation for Ii (eq. (5.5a)) to an integral

equation, where the boundary conditions for Ii have been utilized.

Integration of (5.5a) from x' = 0 to Xl =x yields

x

J dx'X{~Q fi2_ fiJ + £2 (fi~x)2
o

(5.8)

*)
We have used <av> = 2.10- 16 for T = 3eV (Katsonis [1976]) and

a neutral density of n = 5.10 1Bm-3.e
n
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where we have used nil. (O,z) = 0 and the bOW1dary condition
lr (

E (O,z) = o. Next, we integrate equation (5.8) from x' = j
r 11

to x' = x and the result is the following integral equation for n,

x x'

f dx' J dx" ,,{cmO- 2 -}+ E 1 Xl x B n - n

j 0
11

X

+ E
2
f dx 'x'(ni%)2. (5.9)

jII

Here the boundary condition i1( j ll'Z) = 0 has been used. In the next

few sections the integral equation (5.9) will be solved order by

orde.r.

5.1. The lDwest Order Result

In the limit E: 1 ' E: 2 + 0 we obtain from the integral equation (5.9)

the following expression for n,

/
20

J...I<I>ol t Jno(r,z) = \t D sinh a. (L-z) J (Yl r ) - J
O
(y1a) ,

enD 1..ll 1 0

where we have used the approximation (4.7) for ~(r,z). Here

(5.10)

I<I>I=~
o 1ra all a. J2(y a)cosh a. L

1 0 1 1

(5.11)

In the figures (5.1-2) we have plotted the r- and z- dependence of

the density n. Note that the density on the axis is given by

(5.12)

where no is an arbitrary reference density, but we emphasize, that

in spite of the appearence of n in (5.12),n(0,z) is independent
o

of this reference density; oJ...' a. and <I> are independent of the
1 0

density and so is n/DJ...o (compare with eq. ( 5 . 3) ). Of course we

have once again used the standard conditions of section 4 in
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detennining n(O,z).

In fig. 5.1 we have compared the r-dependence according to equation

(5.10) with the parabolic profile n = 1-(r/a)2. The agreement is

very good and furtheron we will use this parabolic approximation

in evaluating some integrals.

".. 4
~

~

~
~

~
~

n ~
n

.5
~ 2

~

~
~

L~

~

·5 .5

ria z/L

. Fig.5.1 The density n(rel.units)
as a function of r.

Fig.5.2 The density n(in 10 2om- 3 )

as a function of z at r=O.

In essence, the given solution for the density is possible, because

the sheared rotation of th~ plasma results in an inwardly directed

part in the ion flux which for the case of vaniShing source term Q

balances classical diffusion (which is usually directed outwards).

This results in a relatively high density on the axis as can be

seen from figure 5. 2.

An important property of the given solution is that the radial ion

velocity vanishes. This can be argued on the basis of a general

remark. Since parallel convection is neglected one obtains for the

. t'"t t" 1 Cl 0" th f l' ib'1lon con lDUl y equa lon: r Clr mUir = lD e case 0 neg 19 e

source term Q. Integration of this equation and application of the

boundary condition that the particle flux Jffilst vanish for r + 0,

the result uir = a follows irrmediately. A finite radial ion
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velocity is only allowed for the case of non-vanishing source term,

hence for finite £1' On the other hand, the electrons do have a

finite radial velocity; it is given by u = - D, J.- ~n n, thuser ...... or
resulting in a radial current which drives the plasma rotation as

explained earlier. Thus the electrons carry the radial current. We

recall however, that the difference in radial ion and electron

velocity is caused by the slowing down of the ions due to ion

viscosity.

Next we investigate the effect of small, but finite, source term

and inertia.

5. 2. The First Order Result

To solve the integral equation (5.9) for n we formally expand n Z

in powers of £ and £ ,
1 2

-Z -2 (-Z)n = no + n 1 + •••.• ,

where (n2
)1 = 0(£1'£) and no is given by equation (5.10). To obtain

the first order correction to the density n
1

we substitute no in

the small terms of equation (5.9) with the result

x'
f dx"x"

a

x
J dx'x' (noi%)2
jll

(5.13)

The integral with only n 2 in the first term can easily be evaluated,
o

but the other two integrals are difficult. However, the use of the

parabolic approximation for the density profile, n'VCi-Cr/aF),
. 0

gives JIlUch simpler integrals, which can be found in Watson [1966].

We shall not write down the result for (nZ
) 1 since we are only

interested in the particle transport nu. , which is given by the
ll'

expression in the brackets of equation (5.3),

nu.
ll'

(5.14-)

or, in terms of the quantities given in equation (5.4-),
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(5.15)

Substituting the expansion for the density n, we ontain

(5.16)

• () 1 a -2 O'J...</>o a x •
since accordlllg to eq. 5.8 "2" n + --D- "x 'I' = 0, l.e. III

oX 0 eno ~o 0

lowest order the radial ion-transport vanishes. Note that in the

inertia term we have Substituted no since that term is of order £2.

Elimination of (n2
) by means of equation (5.13) finally yields

I

nu.
lr

dx'x' {<IDo n2 - n }.
S 0 0

(5.17)

In agreement with a previous remark only the source term Q (hence

ionization and recombination) contributes to the ion transport,

whereas the term proportional to £ 2 d~es not. The integral in eq.

(5.17), containing n~ can easily be evaluated, the integral

containing no is calculated with the aid of the parabolic

approximation for no' and the result is

(5.18)

where we have eliminated £ I by means of equation (5. 6) and n (0 ,z)

is given by equation (5.12). In figure 5.3 the ion flux is given for

several values of the ratio S/a.. In case a. .... 0 we obtain for the

ion radial velocity at the point r =~, z =~, uir '" 3 m/s, under

the usual standard conditions.

Note that Slilce in general the ion particle flux is finite at the

wall (r = a) and the density n has been assumed to vanish for r = a,

the ion radial velocity must blow up for r .... a.
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Fig. 5. 3 The ion flux as a function
of r for several values of
1.4 plan.

Regarding this singularity in the radial velocity we remark the

following: assuming the plasma near the wall to be in thermo

dynamical equilibriwn with the wall (T = 300K) almost all particles

are in the ground state, hence no ions are present, i.e. n(a,z) = o.
Also the ion and electron temperature have to drop rapidly, say, JJl

a small layer.

The thickness of this layer can be obtained from equating the ion

heat flux and the energy gain for the neutrals; the thickness is of

O(a . ./-r. h .. ) for small ion density (w .T .. > 1).
1V JJl 11 C111

This suggests that we have to deal with a boundary layer problem

for which the solution in the layer (the inner solution) has to

satisfy the boundary condition n(a,z) = 0 and e.g. also

nur(a,z) = O. The boundary conditions for the outer solution (this

is the solution considered in this thesis) have to be inferred

from the inner solution.

We have not considered the details of this boundary layer problem,

but for a small layer one expects the density not to increase too

much so that also for the outer solution the boundary condition

n(a,z) = 0 is valid. Note however that actually the density is

small but finite so that the radial velocity does not diverge.

Finally, it is important to note that the ion transport does not

only depend on the classical diffusion coefficient D.1., but also on

the perpendicular conductivity 01. and hence on the viscosity

coefficient n1.

In this section we have given a solution for the diffusion
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equation in the limit of small ionization and recombination, and

of small centrifugal effects. The radial ion flux is much smaller

than expected from classical diffusion alone, due to the fact that

the ions are slowed down by the sheared rotation of the plasma.

Thus, in our case the radial ion transport is of the order £: l' and

is hence determined by the source term. A similar conclusion is

found by v.d. Mullen [1978], where the source term is considered

in detail.

The diffusion equation is an inhomogeneous equation for the

density in which the approximation (4.7) is substituted for the

potential. Since this approximation breaks down near the cathode

region, also the expression for the density as given in this

section is not valid near the cathode. To obtain a more accurate

approximation of density and potential more terms of the series

solution for the the potential (4.6) have to be taken into account.

Then, even hollow density profiles are possible according to this

M.H.D. model, but we shall not pursue this possibility, mainly

because in these circumstances the density gradient length becomes

of the order of the ion cyclotron radius and then the M.H.D. model

is not valid anymore.

In the next section we return to the basic assumptions given in

section 2 and check whether they can be met under the standard

conditions of section 4.
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6. On the Validity of the M.H.D. ordering

In the sections 4 and 5 we have obtained an approximate solution for

the coupled set of equations for potential and the density of a

collisional (w .T .. « 1), rotating plasma. This model of the rota-
Cl II

ting plasma is based on a number of asswnptions (see section 2)

which will be checked now by means of the solution for the potential

(4.7) and the density (5.10).

A basic asswnption in M.H.D. is that the E x B-drift V is of the

order of the ion-thermal velocity. As a consequence the electric
dP'

force enE is much larger than the pressure gradient~r or
(if e: :: a/L.l « 1), or

« 1 . (6.1)

Substitution of the expression for the density (5.10) and the

potential (4. 7) into (6. 1) yields:

kT._ l

<5 - e<jJ
o

1 (6.2)

where <jJ 0 equals the expression in equation (5.11). At r :: 0, Z :: L/2

we get, using the standard conditions of section 4: <5 ~ 0.10.

From equation (6.2 ) it is however obvious that the inequality (6.1)

breaks down near r :: a and z :: L. Strictly speaking, one has to

reorder the terms in the macroscopic equations (e.g. Vp » enE) In

order to obtain an accurate description of those regions. But, as

long as (6.1) is valid in a large part of the rotating plasma, this

is not necessary. Up to r ~ 2 em condition (6.1) is satisfied.

It is of special interest to find parameter-regions for which

the inequality (6.1) holds. To this end we have fixed all parameters

in the standard conditions, except the ion and electron tempera

ture. Expression (6.1) can be rewritten with the aid of equation

(6. 2) and equation (5.11) in the following form for the standard
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conditions at r = 0, z = L/2:

(T in eV) (6.3)

5 3

Here a = 2.1 T~/T~ (see the definition under (4.6)),In figure 6.1
1 l e

3 9 ~ 3
we have plotted y = T~ T. ~ versus x = T. /T~ for 0 = i and we have

ell e
also indicated the region for which 0 < i.

6

5

4
Y

(eV)3

3

2

MHO region

2

Fig.6.1 Diagram indicating the validity region of the M.H.D.
ordering(o =1/5).

3

The figure shows a maximum for y of about y '" 5. Since usually'
max

Te > Ti in experiments, e.g. Pots [1979], it follows that Ti must

be of the order of 1 eV for the given standard conditions. It is

clear that 0 is sensitive for variations in T.. The dot in the
l

figure is obtained from the usual standard conditions.

A second basic assumption which must be checked is that of low B

(11 -+ 0). On the basis of this assumption the magnetic field
o

induced by the plasma current is neglected. As an example we

consider the pinch effect. Basically, this effect occurs because

the axial current generates a magnetic induction in the azimuthal

direction and thus a radial LDrentz force is exerted on the plasma

equal to - en uzB<p' In case the pinch effect is small compared to
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en u<j>Bz ,the pinch force gives rise to a lIDtion of the electruns

in azimuthal direction. The pinch effect :in the ion-JIDJIIeIltt.Dl1

equation will be neglected because uiz « uez '

To estimate the effect of the pinch force we calculate the azi

muthal ~mponent of the magnetic induction from 'IJ x B = l.Ioj.
For an axisynmetrical plasma we obtain from the z-component of

Ampere's law

l..£..rB="]'r ar <j> "'0 z
(6.4)

where j is given by equation (4.8). Equation (6.4) can be inte-z
grated at once giving an expression for B<j> in which still an

unknown z-dependent function A(z) appears. Apart from a constant

the function A(z) can be determined through the radial component

of Ampere's law and the result is

The constant A is equal to zero, since there is no current source

on the axis.

Estimating the pinch force j zB4> from equation (6.5) and equation

(4.8), and the Lorentz force enu,f,B from equation (4.8) we
e'¥ z

obtain the ratio: jzB<j> lenueq,Bz = 0(1l0I~hT2a2Yl envthBz ). For the

usual standard conditions this dimensionless number is of the

order 10-2,hence the pinch effect can be neglected.

In order to discuss the assumption of quasineutrality we calculate

the charge density P resulting from the radial and axial electl:,ic

fields and compare it with e times the ion density or electron

density. One obtains the dimensionless humber £w ~/w ~ (LIlLI,! «1)Cl pl .L. I,

where w . is the ion plasma frequency (w ~ = e 2n/m.£ ). Thispl pl l 0
dimensionless number is very small because we are dealing with a

high density plasma, i.e. a relatively small amount of particles

is needed to build up such a large electric field as found in
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section 4. Near the wall, where the density vanishes, the

dimensionless munber will become of order unity and larger.

However, this sheath region is very thin: for a parabolic density

profile the thickness is of the order AD~/a. where AD· = vth ./w .l l l ,l pl
is the ion Debije length at r = 0 and a. is the ion cyclotron

l '

radius. Hence in a large part of the plasma col= the assumption

of quasineutrality is valid.

The other assumptions regarding the M.H.D. plasma have already

been discussed in section 4. Only the assumption of constant

temperatures has still to be considered. Of course in experimental

set-ups the temperatures are functions of position, current,

magnetic field etc., and strictly speaking also the energy

equation has to be considered. In the region of interest the lon

temperature (Boeschoten [1975]) and the electron temperature (Pots

[1979] ) are only weakly dependent on the radius, at least compared to

the electron density and the electric field , although the

z-dependence of the temperatures may be appreciable. But we do

believe that the model of an isothermal M.H.D. Plasma, as presented

here, gives the essential features of a rotating plasma. This con-

j ecture is supported by the observation that reasonable agreement

between this model and the Eindhoven rotating plasma experiment

exists.

Up to now we have considered a rotating M.H.D. plasma in the limit

wciTii « 1. In this limit the set of equations for potential and

density can be solved by virtue of the fact that in the potential

equation the coefficients become independent of the density.

In the limit w . T.. » 1 the boundary value problem for the
Cl II

potential and the density is much more complicated because then the

coefficients in the differential equation for <p depend on the

density. For W .T .. » 1 the viscosity coefficient n
1

is proportio-
Cl II

nal to n 2 (see section 2). Still, some understanding of the

rotation of such a plasma can be gained if the density profile is

assumed to be known. Usually the resulting boundary value problem

is still too complicated to be solved, but by means of a

variational principle an approximation for the potential <p can be
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given. In section 7 this variational principle will be derived and

interpreted as a necessary condition for making the rate of heat

generation stationary.
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7. On a Variational Principle for the Potential Equation

So far we have considered the stationary state of an isotherrral

rotating plasma column in the M.H.D. ordering. The stationary state

is maintained because of a constant power input balanced by heat

transfer to the walls via processes like heat conduction. The

presence of dissipative processes implies entropy production.

According to Braginskii [1965} the equation for the transport and

production of entropy of a particle species s reads

which is just a form of the energy equation. Here S is apart from
3

a constant the entropy per particle (S = w(Tl!/n)), q is the heat

flow arid Q is the heat generated in a gas of particles of a given

species s as a consequence of collisions with particles of other

species. The second term on the right represents viscous heating.
dS

Hence Tsns dtS is the sum of supplied and generated heat in a

system consisting of particles s.

Adding equation (7.1) for ions and electrons one obtains the

equation for the entropy of the whole plasma

(7.2)

where electron viscous heating has been neglected (m 1m. «1).
e l

In this section it will be shown that the stationarity of the

supplied and generated heat requires that the potential equation

found in section 2 is satisfied. Here the total rate of heat

production is given by

(7.3)
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where the integral is taken over the entire plasma volume. We will

see that the Eulerian equation corresponding to the variational

principle oP = 0 is just the potential equation, provided the

variation is taken with respect to the potential cp. To see this,

we utilize once again the assumptions of the M.H.D. ordering.

In M.H.D. the perpendicular component of the ion and electron

velocity is in lowest order given by the E x B-drift. Substitution

of the E x B-drift into the appropriate tenns in P gives e.g. for

the viscous heating in an axisyrrmetrical plasma

.... d 2
- 7f. : Vu. = n r 2 (- w.,..,)

1 1 1 dr.t.
(7.4)

where tenns of O(LJ/LII ) have been neglected. Here ~= - Er/rB =

-;B ~~ . fureover, according to M.H.D. jll = aI/Eli + O(e:) (see

2.18). Now Q . + Q. = - R .. (~ - ~.) (see appendix A) and since inel le el e 1

lowest order ue.L = Ui.L we obtain

Q . + Q. = a ''/ (~CP)2 + Remainderel le ',oZ
(7.5)

where the remainder is not a functional of the pot€.L"1tial cp. We

therefore obtain for P

( dCP)2 J+ aII dZ + Remainder

(7.6)

and again the rest term is ~not a functional of cp.

We now require that P, considered as a functional of <p, is

stationary under the constraint that the power input P is a given

constant (recall that for this reason we have a stationary state):

oP = 0, oP = o. (7.7)

This power input P is supplied via the electrodes and is given by
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~
z=L

. ¢
z=O

(7.8)

We restrict the class of admissible functions ¢ by the boundary

conditions (c.f. 2.21):

~ = o(E 0)
dr r

r 0, r = a
1 d 3 2.. (1. d¢) = DC = 0)Y;2 dr r n1 dr r dr J r

(7.9)

~ is given at z = 0 (j is given)
dZ Z

(7.10)

~ = O(E = 0) at Z = L.dr r

According to (7.10) we may choose ¢ to be a given constant at Z = L,

namely ¢ = O. The power input is given, hence stationary, whenever

a

J
~ d¢ d JZ=L

of = 0 = 21T rdr LaII dZ o¢ + aII ¢ dZ o¢ z=o
o

(7.11)

Now the total rate of heat production P is stationary if OP = 0, or

a L

o = fJrdrdz [~ d~ ~ d~ {r~~l ddr (~ ~~)} - ddZ aII ddZ ¢ ] o<j>

o 0

[
d¢ Jz=L

rdr allaz o¢ +
z=O

(1. d¢) • .!l.L d
r dr B2' dr o¢ -
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The second term in (7.12) vanishes because of the boundary

conditions (7.10) and the constraint (7. 11), whereas the third term

vanishes because of the boundary condition (7.9). Hence, sruce oQJ

lS arbitrary (apart from boundary conditions implied by (7.9-11»,

we obtain

(7.13)

l.e. the partial differential equation for QJ obtained in section 2

from the macroscopic equations in the M.H.D. ordering. The

considerations given in the present section lead to the conclusion

that the potential equation (7.13) is the Eulerian equation of the

variational principle (7.7). Moreover this variational principle

embodies a necessary condition for tIle stationarity of the total

rate of heat production in the plasma. It is of course only a

necessary condition because in general P will be a functional of

several quantities, like density, temperature and potential.

PrevioUSly there has been interest in the relationship between

stationary states and the stationarity of some functional. De Groot

and Mazur [1961] conjecture, that under certain conditions the

stationary state is a state of minimal entropy production

compatible with the external conditions. Unfortunately this

principle does not apply to our case since for non-uniform

temperature a completely different equation for the potential :results.

In its stead we found the variational principle (7.7)

Janssen and Van Odenhoven [1979] have applied the variational

principle (7.7) to the collisionless case (w .T .. » 1).
Cl II

Assuming the density to be known (we recall that n l is proportional

to n 2
) they found approximate solutions of the potential equation

using this variational principle.
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8. Swnmary of Conclusions

We have considered the potential distribution and the density

profile of a rotating, isothennal M.H.D. plasma. To this end the

macroscopic equations have been solved iteratively, utilizing the

M.H.D. ordering, the one for which Braginskii' s transport

coefficients are to be used. The result is a coupled set of

equations for the potential and the density, which can be solved in

the limit wciTii « 1 (collisional plasma). From this solution the

following picture of a rotating plasma can be given. Due to the

presence of a sheared rotation the ion viscosity leads to a slowing

down of the ions in radial direction (relative to the motion of the

electrons). Hence the ions and electrons are transported at

different rates radially. Because of this sheared rotation the

radial transport of the ions can be smaller than expected from

classical diffusion alone (hence a better confinement of the ions

is possible). But this effect only occurs when the rotation is in

the positive azimuthal direction, i.e. when the radial electric

field is directed inwardly. Reversal of the electric current, for

instance, would give rise to a rotation in the negative azimuthal

direction and an enhancement of the ion transport; in that case the

iteration scheme as given in section 5 for solving the diffusion

equation is not possible anymore.

As a result we obtain a rather high density (n '" 2 a 3.10 20m- 3 on

the axis) and high flow velocities (u '" 2.10 3m!s) of the same order
. ~

as the lon thennal speed.

In section 6 we have seen that the conditions for the validity of the

M. H. D. ordering can be met in experiments like the Eindhoven

rotating plasma.

Finally we have briefly discussed the case of a collisionless plasma

(w .T .. » 1).
Cl 11
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Appendix A

In this appendix it is argued that Braginskii I s transport

coefficients are valid in the M.H.D. ordering. Also the form of the

transport equations is given.

The starting point of Braginskii' s treatment is a Boltzmann-like

equation, for eaCh species s,

= (A. i)

is the force exerted on the particle at point ~; m is the
s ...

For charged particles in an elec-tric field E

Here F
s

mass of the particle.

and magnetic field B

e f + e (~ x B).
s s

CA.2)

The function f (~,~,t) is called the distribution function and the
. ... ~ . .

quantlty fsdrdv represents the average nwnber of partlcles ill the

six-d:iJrensional volume element chu~ , around ~,~ .

For convenience the velocity ~ is eliminated in favour of the
. +t -+- -+ ,.. -+ • •

random veloclty v = v - u (r,t), where u lS the macroscoplc
s s s

velocity of the particles of species s. The function f Cr,~1 ,t)s
is then described by the equation

+ ~es f*
m ss

CA.3)

= c-l- f)
at coll,s

. dCs) a ... ...*:;!; ...
Here dt = at + us· II, Es = J:; + Us x B. Now ill order to derive the

transport equations the Boltzmann equation CA. 3) is solved i tera

tively. To this end Braginskii assumes that the tenus on the first

line of CA.3) are first order and the collision term and the
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magnetic force term are zeroth order in the expansion parameter

(viz. as/~ and/or As/L). In M.H.D. this is actually the case as can

easily be verified (for wciTii ~ 1). For, according to M.H.D. ,

il l- = V + 0(a .IL I) where V is the E x B-drift and then the terms l .L

containing the electric field is of the relative order a./Ll- , and
l

this terrr, is small if a/L.1. « 1. The same estimate holds for all the

other terms on the first line of (A.3) referring to the perpendicular

directioE. The remaining tenns introduce e.g. the small parameter

LJ!LII ' and the mass ratio. We emphasize that a different ordering of

the terms results in different constitutive relations. This is the

topic of the first section of Part II where constitutive relations

are derived for a F. L. R. plasma.

Next we summarize Braginskii I s results.

The transfer of momentum from ions to electrons is given by

R =Ru + Rr where

R
u =

(A.4)

Here u is the relative drift between electrons and ions,
->- ->- ->-
u = ue - ui . The electron heat flux consists of two analogous parts:

The rates of ion and electron heating due to mutual collisions are

given by
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Q. = 3 IIle nk (T - T.),
l m. T. e l

l el

Finally the stress tensor 1f lS given by the components

11 11
1f = ---.!!. (W + W ) - .....!.. (W - W ) 11 Wxx 2 xx yy 2 xx yy 3 xy

11 11
1f = - --.!!. (W + W ) +.....!.. (W - w ) + 11 Wyy 2 xx yy 2 xx yy 3 xy

11
1f = 1f = 11 W 3 (W W )
xy yx 1 xy +2 xx yy

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

1f
XZ

= 1f
ZX

1f = 1f = 112WyZ -11 'W ,yz zy 4\ XZ

1f =zz

Here the z axis lS defined parallel to 13 a,'1d the rate of strain

tensor W is defined by

(A.10)

for a particle species s.

For the transport coefficients (like CL,S,K,11) 'Ne refer to

Braginskii [1965]. Here we only give the basic collision times

T •
el

= 3..me(kTh) 3/2

4-12TI nAe 4
T ••
II
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and the coulomb logarithm A lS

A = 23.4 - 1.15 log n + 3.45 log T
e'

(A.12)

(note: these units are c.g.s.). Typically A=0(10).

the transport coefficients are of relative order

theory is only correct to about 10% and fails when

for T < 50 eV
e

Corrections to

A-1, hence the

A = 0(1).

Regarding the temperature and density dependence of T . and T .. the
el II

coulomb logarithm is assumed to be constant, because A depends only

weakly on temperature and density.

The parallel and perpendicular conductivity lS given by

resp.

Finally we swnrnarize the conditions for which the collisional

transport theory is applicable. They are:

(1) macroscopic rates of change satisfy dldt « 1:. where T is the
T

longest collisional time scale , and (in the absence of a

magnetic field)

(2) macroscopic length scales L satisfy L » Q; where Q, = vthT is

the mean free path. In a strong magnetic field this condition is

replaced by LII» Q, and L.L » a (a is the cyclotron radius)

where LII is a macroscopic length parallel to Band Ll.. is a

transverse macroscopic length. In addition the transport

coefficients are only valid when

(3) the coulomb logarithm satisfies A » 1;

(4) the electron cyclotronradius satisfies a
e

» AD (AD is the

electron Debije length), i.e. the deflection by the magnetic

field during the collisions can be neglected;

(5) the relative drift ~ = ~. -~. is small compared to the electron
e l

thermal velocity, and

(6J anomalous transport processes due to rnicroinstabilities are

negligible.
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PART II: STABILITY OF A ROTATING F. L. R. PlASMA

1. IntrDduction

Part two deals with the the stability of a rotating F.L.R. plasma.

The F.L.R. equations, already derived in 1965 by Rosenbluth and Simon

[1965] from the Vlasov equations, will be reconsidered but now we

take the moment equations as a starting point. To this end

constitutive relations for a collisionless F.L.R. plasma are

obtained, which differ from those of a M.H.D. plasma (see part 1),

and are substituted into the moment equations. The assumption of

constant temperature is not needed (Roberts and Taylor [1962])

(section 2).

Next we consider the linear and nonlinear stability of a F.L.R.

plasma for two special cases.

In both cases we have a F.L.R. plasma in a homogeneous magnetic

field pointed in the z-direction. The first case deals with a plasma

slab in a constant gravity field (pointed in the negative

y-direction) and wave propagation in the x-direction (g x B-drift

instability). The second case deals with a cylindrical rotating

plasma and the stability of this equilibriwn is investigated for

perturbations propagating in the azimuthal direction (rotation

instability) .

As is well known (Rosenbluth, Krall and Rostoker [1962]), according

to the linear theory a threshold for instability occurs due to

F.L.R. stabilization where in case one destabilization is v~vided

by gravity in combination with a density gradient and in case two

by the centrifugal force in combination with a density gradient

(section 3). Hence, choosing the plasma parameters appropriately,

one can have a slightly unstable plasma in which only a single mode

is unstable with small growthrate. Therefore two time scales are

present in the problem, namely the inverse of the oscillation

frequer.cy w and the inverse of the growthrate y (y « w), thus the

multiple time scale formliism seems appropriate for the determina

tion of the evolution in time of the slightly unstable plasma.
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In section 4 we shall calculate the time dependence of this

slightly unstable mode in a F.L.R. plasma for the g x 13-drift

instability (case one) and the rotation instability (case two). In

both cases a JIDdulation in the amplitude of the slightly unstable

JIDde is found, such that initially (when linear theory is valid)

the JIDde grows with the growthrate given by linear theory and in

course of time the instability is shut off because nonlinear effects

like modification of the equilibrium become important. We finally

discuss the problem of large amplitude waves in case the plasma is

far away from the marginally stable state (section 5).
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2. Transport in a Collisionless Low-S Plasma in the F.L.R. Ordering

In this section transport equations are derived for a collisionless

low-S plasma in the so called flute approximation and as a result

we obtain a viscosity tensor which differs from that of a M.H.D.

plasma (see part I of this thesis).

As an application we derive the well known F.L.R. equations

(Rosenbluth and SiIron [1965]) from the macroscopic equations. Our

derivation also applies in case the temperature is not a constant.

This in contrast to a derivation given by Roberts and Taylor [1962]

where the assumption of constant temperature is essential. The

reason for the need of this assumption is that Roberts and Taylor

have used the wrong (M.H.D.) expression for the viscosity tensor.

Before we shall derive the transport equations in a collisionless

low-S F.L.R. plasma we note that in the literature there has been

much interest in the problem of the correct derivation of the F.L.R.

equations.

Rosenbluth, Krall and Rostoker [1962] considered F.L.R. stabili

zation by solving the Vlasov equation by means of integration

along the particle orbits. This approach is however less fruitful

in case of nonuniform electric fields since then the equations for

the particle orbits cannot be solved.

Roberts and Taylor [1962] obtained the results of Rosenbluth, Krall

and Rostoker [1962] from the macroscopic equations, using the

expression for the viscosity tensor derived by Thompson 11961].

But, as already mentioned, for nonuniform temperature their result

is incorrect. This has been pointed out in an important article of

Rosenbluth and SiIron [19651 where F .L.R. equations for nonuniform

electric fields and densities have been obtained by ordering

systematically all quantities in the Vlasov equation in terms of

£ = aiL (here a is the cyclotron radius and L is a typical gradient

length or wave length). Then, the Vlasov equation can be solved

order by order and, after integration over velocity space, a closed

set of macroscopic equations has been obtained. The ordering, as

introduced by Rosenbluth and Simon, is called the Finite Larmor

Radius ordering (note that in the literature the cyclotron radius is

often wrongly called the larmor radius). Finally, Macmahon {1965]
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has derived the F.L.R. expression for the stress tensor and the heat

flux, which is correct in spite of a claim made by Simon and

Thompson [1966] to the contrary. Another approach, the guiding

centre approach, has been advocated by, for example, Damm et al.

[1965] and Stringer and Schmidt [1967] and also results in the

correct F.L.R. equations.

In the rest of this part a collisionless F.L.R. plasma is considered

ill the flute approximation. Hence our starting point is the Vlasov

equation. The flute approximation, a name introduced by Rosenbluth

and Simon, assumes

(i) a low-S plasma (here S = 211 oP/B2
), i.e. \j x E = 0

and the magnetic field B is constant in time.

(ii) a two-dimensional problem; the magnetic fieldls also

a constant in space and points in the third direction.

Field curvature effects, if present, are simulated by

an artificial gravity.

Therefore the E x B-drift V is divergence free.

Because of this flute approximation only wave propagation perpen

dicular to the magnetic field is considered and the waves are

electrostatic, i.e. no perturbations in the magnetic field are

assumed to be present. All perturbations are independent of the

axial coordinate, hence the name "flute" approximation because of

the similarity of these perturbations in cylindrical geometry and

fluted Greek columns.
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2.1. Calculation of the Transport Equations in the F. L. R. Ordering

The F. L. R. theory aSSUJlles the following oroering of the frequency of

the waves:

(2.1)

where E = a. IL, a. is the ion cyclotron radius, L a typical gradient
l l

length and w . is the ion cyclotron frequency.
+ cl: . . eel be fth --'Also the E x B-drift frequency ~ lS assum to 0 e same OLuer

as the typical frequency w,

(2.2)

and then the E x B-drift V is of the order

(2.3)

where vth, i is the ion thermal velocity.

Accoroing to equation (2. 3) the electric force is of the sane order

as the pressure gradient, enE '" Vp, thus a relatively warm plasma

is considered compared to a M.H.D. plasma for which enE » Vp

(see part n. As usual we assume E « 1, i.e. we confine ourselves

to low-frequency phenomena. In that case it is possible to expand

the distribution function f in powers of E. Substitution of this

expansion in the Vlasov equation enables one to express the higher

order corrections of the distribution function in terms of the

lowest oroer expression for f, f o' Therefore it is possible to
+ .

calculate the stress tensor:' 1f and the heat flux q to any requlred

order. In this thesis only the lowest oroer results will be given.

Before we proceed, we note the following symnetry property of the

F. L. R. ordering in case T = 0(T . ) . Although we have oroered ae l

typical frequency w in terms of ion quantities, exactly the same

relation holds in terms of electron quantities: i.e. w = O(E 2
W )e ce

where E = a IL (a is the electron cyclotron radius) and w ise e e ce
the electron cyclotron frequency. For this reason, the equations

for ions and electrons can be treated on the same footing and hence

only one Vlasov equation will be considered in the rest of this
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section:

(2.4)

Here t:i = eB/M is the cyclotron frequency, e and M are electric
c

charge and mass of the ions resp. electrons, ~ denotes the velocity

space variables, 'V is the gradient in configuration space and 'V~

the gradient in velocity space. Moreover it IIlUSt be understood that

f is the distribution function integrated over v .z
Transformation of the Vlasov equation in velocity space according to
->-, ->- ->-(->- ) ->- ->- ) ...v = v - u r,t , where u(r,t is the macroscoplc veloclty, ylelds

S S2 1 S

->- ->- [->- ->- e->-*(v'+u).'i7+ v'xw +-E
c M

S3 S2 S3

ddt ~- (~'+~)'\7i!J .'V~,} f = 0,

(2.5)

where E* =E + ~ x "B.
The F.L.R. ordering gives the orders of magnitude of the tenns in

the Vlasov equation (2.5) as indicated, if ~ is taken to be the
->-

same order as V. As explained earlier (see part I appendix A) in

M.H.D. the ordering of the terms in the Boltzmann-like equation is

quite different; there all higher order terms ptart with first

order. Hence from the beginning it is to be expected that transport

phenomena may be present in F.L.R. different from those in M.H.D.

We now expand the distribution function f in powers of s,

f (2.5)

and Substitute this expansion into (2.5). In lowest order we obtain

->- ->-
(v'xw). \7->-, f = O.

c v 0

It lS convenient to introduce polar coordinates v' = v cos ep ,
x

v' = v sin ep in velocity space. Then (2. 7) becomes
y
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l. e. f 0 lS an isotrDpic distribution function.

In first order we get

-+ e -+*
v' . \I f 0 + ME. 'V1/1 f 0 =

which can be rewritten as

(2.8)

a a e [ * a sin cj> a
v(coscj> dX + sin cj> ay)fo + H Ex(cos cj> dV - -v- a-¢) +

E* (sin cj> ~ + cos cj> ~)l f
y dV v acj> _ 0

(2.8a)

This inhomogeneous differential equation for f 1 can be solved by

means of the ansatz

f
1

= f
1

0 + f exp icj> + f exp -icj> .
, 1,1 1,-1

The result is

f = - _1_ [v ~ + ~ E* ~ + Hv "ax + -Me E
x
* "av}] fo(v); (2.9)

1,1 2w
c

£ ay M y aV a a

f 1 -1 can be obtained frDm the reality condition, imposed on
, *

f
1

: f = f . Of course, the v-dependence of f
1

0 cannot be
1,1 1,-1 ,

determined frDm (2. 8a) .

Next we prDceed to second order and obtain

[
d -+, -+ ] [-+, e ;:>;*dt - (v .Vu). V~, f o + £ v.V + M~ . v-+,] fv 1

=

(2.10)

- £2-+V' X-+ "'-+ fw • v 1 2
C V

and once again we use polar coordinates in velocity space and ob-tain

an inhomogeneous differential equation for f , which can be solved
2
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with the ansatz

2

f 2 = L f 2 ,m exp im<j> .

m=-2

From the <j>-independent tenus we obtain

d v [d d Jd [d d ]- f - - - u +- u - f + EV - a - - b
dt 0 2 dX x dY Y dV 0 dX 1,1 dY 1,1

(2.11a)

+ ~ £: [E*(2.. a + al,l) _ E*(2.. b + bIV'I)] = 0
M x dV I , I V Y dV I , I

d d ->-
where dt = dt + u. V and

The m = 1 term yields

a = Re(f ),b =Im(f ).
n,m n,m n,m n,m

= £:v 2.. f e E* d f
dY I ,0 + M£: Y dV I ,0 '

(2.11b)

2£:2W b = £:v 2.. f + ~£E*2.. f
c 2, I dX 1,0 M x dV 1,0

whereas the m = 2 term results in

b ] [ J+ E* 2.. a - ~ - Y.- 2.. u + 2.. u 2.. f
Y(dV I , I v) 2 dY x dX Y dV 0 ,0

(2.11c)

+ ~£:[E*(2.. a + bl,l) + E*(2.. b + al,l].
M x dV 1,1 V Y dV 1,1 V

Till now we have solved the Vlasov equation to second order and this

is sufficient for our purposes as will soon become clear. Rosenbluth

and Simon [1965] have solved the Vlasov equation to fourth order in

£: in order to arrive, after integration over velocity space, at the

F.L.R. equations. In that paper the Vlasov equation has been
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transfonned in velocity space to a frame translated by the E x 13
drift Vinstead of the macroscopic velocity ~, as we have done. But

since we have not specified ~ yet, one can easily compare our results

with those of Rosenbluth and SirrDn: for ~ =V, E* = 0 and we obtain

the same fonnulae as found in their paper.
• ->- •

To proceed we now requlre u to be the macroscoplC velocity of the

plasma particles, and as a consequence we obtain

which can easily be obtained from equation (2.8), after multipli

cation by~' and integration over ~'. Relation (2.12) is a lowest

order result and this is sufficient for our purposes.

We now calculate the stress tensor 1T and the heat flux q. According

to Braginskii [1965] the pressure tensor PaS is defined as

J
->- ->- ->-

P = M v'v' fer v't) dv'as as' ,
(2.13)

and the stress tensor 1T is given by the relation PaS = P 0as + 1TaS '

With the aid of the expansion for f in powers of £ we obtain to

second order for the components of the stress tensor

1T = - 1T = M1T£2 J v 3a dvxx yy 2,2

- M1T£2 Jv
3
b 2 ,2dV

(2.14-)
1T = 1Tyx =xy

and the pres.sure is given by p = M1TJ v 3 [f + sf 1 0+ £2f J dv.
0,0 , 2,0

Using equations (2.11c) and (2.9) a and b can be eliminated in2,2 2,2
favour of f 0 0 and then the result for the components of the stress,
tensor 1T is:

1T =xx 1T =-1..[~u +l....uJ----!-[~- d
2JIyy 2wc dy x dX y 8w~ dX2 dy2

+ _1_ [~ (p lin-J + l.... (p tl.--x)J
2wc dX uy dy v
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=1T =L[l..-u _l..-UJ __l_ L ryx 2w ax x ay y 4w2 axay
c c

1 [a a ]- - - (p~)- - (p~J2w
c

ax ay uy ,

where the diamagnetic drift u.... = - V'p x t:i /Mnul and r = M1TJ vSf dvu c c 0

(i. e. the diagonal component of the heat flux tensor (Macmahon

[1965])). Moreover n =I f d~l(the density), n?i =J ~ f d~,
P = MfVI 2f d~'; all quantities occurring in the tensor 1T are lowest

order in E.

The heat flux q is defined as (Braginskii [1965]),

. q =~ IV! 2v'f(~ ~I t) d~1
"'a. 2 a."

(2.16)

and insertion of the expansion for finE yields to first order

Eliminating a
1

1 and b
1, , 1

via (2.9) we obtain

4 KT l..- pl
M ay 'j

(2.17)

where we have introduced the temperature T via the relation p = J1KT.

Finally the JIlOrnent r can be eliminated from (2.15) in favour of the
-+ • ••

heat flux q and then the mam result of this sectlon follows:

(2.18)
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It is important to realize that the moment I cannot be expressed 111

tenns of the density n, the velocity ~ and the pressure p. In

consequence the continuity equation, rromentum equation and energy

equation do not form a closed set of equations: we seem to need an

extra equation for the rroment 1. However in section 2.3 it will be

shown that this extra equation is no-t needed provided the F.L.R.

ordering is consistently utilized.

2. 2. Comparison with Previous Results

As already pointed out in Part I Braginskii has derived transport

equations for a M.H.D. plasrra. We recall that the M.H.D. ordering

assumes W = O(EW .), w... = O(EW .), hence the E x a-drift vis of
Cl.t; Cl

order vth, i and the electric force is much larger than the pressure

gradient (enE = O(Vp/E), provided E « 1.

In the collisionless limit the components of the stress tensor 11 in

two-dimensions read (Braginskii [1965})

11 = 11 = -E...[1..- u -.1... u Jxy yx 2w
c

ax x ay y

(2.19)

Conparing (2.19) with (2.18), one sees that in M.H.D. the heat flux

q does not show up in the stress tensor. This can easily be

understood since the expressions for the stress tensor 'IT are lowest

order results in E. Estirrating the viscosity according to M.H.D. we

have 11 = 0 (p vth/wcL), whereas the contribution of the heat flux

to the viscosity is O(E p vth/wcL). Hence in M.H.D. it is justified

to neglect the heat flux :in the stress tensor. Of course, in

F.L.R. this is not justified because the rracroscopic velocity is

differently ordered.

Finally we note that the expressions for the viscosity as found

here, have already been derived by Macmahon [1965]. On the other

hand, Sirron and Thompson [1966] claim that the results of Macmahon
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are not correct. They even claim that the stress tensors in

M.H.D. and F.L.R. are just the same. But in the flute approximation

the results of Macmahon and ours agree. Moreover, we have

found some errors in the paper of Simon and Thompson, namely in the

F.L.R. part of their paper some terms in the pressure tensor have

been wrongly neglected.

Simon and Thompson transform in velocity space the Vlasov equation
-+ + . -+-

to the frame translated by the E x B-drlft V. Therefore the

pressure tensor is written in the following form

Pa.s = MJv'v' fd~' =a S

MJcacS fd~ - Mn(~ - V) .... ....

= (u - V)Sa.

where c; is the specific velocity in the E x B-drift frame and ~

is the rracroscopic velocity. It is immediately apparent that the

last term is order E2 and in M.H.D. it is justified to neglect

.this term since the stress tensor components are order E (recall:

7T = O(p vth/wcL) = O(EMn Vt~»' but in F.L.R. should be retained

since 7T = 0(E 2 Mn v~)! Simon and Thompson ignored it in their

derivation of the F.L.R. equations. Moreover, the authors do not

seem to realize that their expression for the M.H.D. viscosity is

only a lowest order result, thus overlooking terms involving the

JIlOment I, which are, as already pointed out, of importance for a

F.L.R. plasrra.

In closing this section we note that Bowers and Haines [1968]

have extended the results for finite S whjle also in the earlier

work of Braginskii [1957] already F.L.R. effects have been

introduced.

2.3. Derivation of the F.L.R. Equation from the Macroscopic Equations

For a collisionless two-dimensional plasrra the first three JIlOment

equations read

~~ + V.n~ = 0
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Mn d~ ~ = - Vp - V.TI + en(E + ~ x B}

a ->- ->- ->- ->-
at p + V.pu + pV.u + V.q + TI Vu = 0 .

(2.20)

The first equation is the equation of continuity, the second one is

the lJK)mentum equation and the third one is the equation for

transport of internal energy. They can be obtained from the Vlasov

equation in the usual manner (see Braginskii [1965]). This set of

equations has to be supplemented by constitutive equations, which

for a collisionless low-8 F.L.R. plasma in a uniform magnetic field

are the equations (2. 17) and (2. 18). But, as was already pointed

out in section 2. 1, the heat flux q contains an unknown moment I

and hence the set (2.20) is not closed. The topic of this section,

therefore, is to obtain a closed set of equations, without the use

of an extra equation for the moment I. To this end we follow a

similar procedure as in Part I section 2, i.e. we consistently

utilize the F.L.R. ordering and thus are able to solve the

momentum equation iteratively. Next the resulting expression for

the velocity ~ will be substituted in the continuity equation.

Also the energy equation will be treated in a like fashion. The final

result is a closed set of equations, simply because the lJK)ment I

drops out.

Firstly we consider the lJK)mentum equation. From the estimates in

the F.L.R. ordering it is found that the electric and magnetic

force and the pressure gradient are order E while inertia and

viscosity are of order E 3 • Hence the momentum equation can be

solved for the velocity ~ by an expansion of ~ in powers of E
2

•

In lowest order we obtain

~o =V- Vp x ~ /Mnw2

C C
(2.21)

where V = E X B/B2 and the second term is the diamagnetic drift.

The second order correction to the velocity is given by
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(2.22)

where ~ = l.... + ~o.'11 and in 'V 7f we have substituted ~odt at . 0

One may wonder why we have not expanded the density n, the pressure

p, the electric field E and the magnetic field"B in powers of E:. Of

c01.JX'se, this may be done, but a lot of terms can be combined in such

a way that to the required order the same expression for
+ + 2+
U = U o + E: u 2 results.

. . ~.

Now, substltutmg u m the continuity equation, we obtain in the

flute approximation

(2.23)

h D a +v'"' d··· . . hI'were Dt = at + . v, an ellJlUI1atmg the VlSCOSlty throug re atlon

(2.18) we find after some tedious but straightforward algebra

D 1 DeE 1D
Dt n + w~ 'V. {n Dt 11 - M Dt 'Vp} = o • (2.24-)

This is exactly the same equation for the rate of change of the

density in the E x "B-frame as found by Rosenbluth and Simon [1965],

who solved the Vlasov equation to fourth order in E: and integrated

over velocity space to obtain ( 2 . 24-) .

According to equation (2. 24-) the rate of change of the density is due

to two effects: polarization and F.L.R. The polarization contribution

stems from the E x "B-ctrift part of the inertia term in equation

(2.23) while the second term results from the rest of the inertia

term and the viscosity. The rroment I has dropped out because

'V. ('V.7f x ti ) depends on q only through 'V.q and according to (2.17)
c

+
'V. q does not involve 1. It is worth noting that the second term in

(2.24-) is already second order in E:, thus in order to obtain a closed

set of equations we only need an equation for the pressure p correct

to lowest order in E:.
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The equation for transport of internal energy can be treated in an

analogous fashion. Estimating the various terms in this equation we

find that viscous heating is 0(E 4pW ), while all other terms are
c

O(E 2pW ). Since we only need a lowest order result for the pressure,
c

viscous heating can be neglected and

a + + +
at p + v.pu + pv.u + V.q = o.

Substituting the expression for the velocity in lowest order (2.21)

and the expression for the heat flux (2.17) into. the above equation

we obtain

D
Dt P = 0, (2.25)

where I has dropped out for the same reason as before. Combination

of the equations (2.24) and (2.25) with the two Maxwell equations

+V x E = 0, V.E =~ (n.- n )
Eo l e

(2.26)

then results in a closed set of equations. Recall that the equations

for ions and electrons are of the same form.

For a F.L.R. plasma in the flute approximation a closed set of

equations for density, pressure and electric field have been

obtained, and the unknown moment I (see 2. 15) does not occur in the

set 2.24-26. This fortunate situation does not always occur, e.g.

for a time and space dependent magnetic field the hierarchy of

moment equations cannot be truncated for finite S (Macmahon [1965]).

In the rest of this thesis we take the F. L. R. equations as a

starting point. In the framework of F.L.R. the linear stability

of certain equilibria will be investigated, namely a plasma in

crossed gravity and magnetic fields, and a cylindrical rotating

plasma. It will be shown that due to F.L.R. effects a threshold for

instability is present (section 3). Next, we shall apply the

rm.1ltiple time scale fOrmalism to the problem of the evolution in

time of a slightly unstable plasma. Important features occurring

due to nonlinearity, like frequency shift, saturation, modification

of the equilibrium will be discussed .
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3. LinedI' Theory of Flute Instabilities

A low-frequency instability (w « w .) is called a flute
Cl

instability provided the asswrrptions of the flute approximation (see

section 2) are met. Typical examples of flute instabilities are the

g x B-drift instability (e.g. Kruskal and Schwarzschild [1954]) and

the rotation instability present in rotating plasmas (see e.g.

Rosenbluth, Krall and Rostoker [1962]).

The rotation instability occurs in a cylindrical plasma which

rotates in the presence of a radial electric field as explained

earlier in Part 1. Destabilization is provided by the combination

of the centrifugal force and (radial) density gradient, a situation

analogous to that leading to the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in

hydrodynamics. There, perturbations of the interface of a heavy

fluid resting on a lighter one in a gravitational field are found

to be unstable (Chandrasekhar [1961]). Also shear in the rotation

of the plasma acts like a source for instability. Instabilities

caused by shear in the velocity field are called Kelvin-Helmholtz

instabilities (Chandrasekhar [1961]).

-+ -+ •• •• • •
The g x B-drlft illstablllty occurs for a plasma ill crossed magnetlc

and gravity fields, and also this instability resembles the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The g x B-drift instability may be

regarded as a rather crude IlDdel for the rotation instability and

the 1713 x B-drift instability.

/

I
I

I

E
vacuum

plasma

ExB

Fig.3.1 Schematic of the perturbation of the
plasma-vacuum interface.

Before we start with detailed considerations regarding the linear

theory of these flute instabilities we offer a physical picture of
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the instability mechanism; a picture which is borrowed from Kruskal

and Schwarzschild [1954]. We only consider the g x B-drift

instability in slab geometry because of its simplicity.

Let us consider the plasrra configuration sketched in fig. 3.1.

Perturbing the interface between plasrra and vacuum the g x B-drift

gives rise to charge separation, because this drift (equal to

g x ~ Iw 2
) is different for ions and electrons. Thus, an electricc c

field is created in such a way that the E x B-drift tries to

enhance the perturbation. Therefore the cause of the instability

is the difference in drifts of ions and electrons. In case of the

rotation instability this difference in drifts of ions and

electrons is due to inertial effects (Le. the polarization term

in 2.24). On the other hand, as pointed out by Rosenbluth, Krall

and Rostoker [1962], the electrons and ions "feel" different

electric fields due to the difference in cyclotron radii (F.L.R.

effect). This implies that they have different E x B-drifts which

lead to a charge separation out of phase with the charge

separation due to the particle drifts, which drive the instability,

and under certain conditions (this is the topic of this section) a

stable oscillation results.

3.1. The Rotation Instability in a F.L.R. Plasrra

We examine the linear stability of the following equilibrium.

Consider a cylindrical plasma in a uniform magnetic field in the

axial direction. The electric field Eo and the density gradient Vno
are in the radial direction, and hence the velocity of the plasrra
->-
Uo is directed in the azimuthal direction (see (2.21». All

equilibrium quantities depend on r only and the flute approxirration

is assumed. For this type of equilibrium the equations (2.24-25)

are autorratically satisfied, and density and electric field can be

chosen arbitrarily provided Poisson's equation is satisfied.

Linearizing eqns. (2.24-25) for ions and electrons, considering

normal mxles '" exp i (wt + mlj», where m is the Jrode number and w

the frequency of the wave, using Faraday's law and Poisson's

equation, we obtain an eigenvalue equation for the azimuthal

component of the perturbed electric field Elj>' of the form
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l~ (T dJ/l) + [1-m
2

T + rw2dnJJ/I = 0 ,
r dr dr r 3 dr

where J/I = Ecj/(w+~),

T (w +~) 2nSr 3 ,

S = 1 + b 2 + m ~~ /rMnwc (w +~)

V

b 2 = (-...!2) 2 = E oB2 /Mnc

V
~ = ; = - E/rB

andM is the ion mass.

(3.1)

The entire effect of finite cyclotron radius is contained in the

last term in S. In the derivation of this equation the smallness

of electron mass m compared to the ion nass M has been assumed,
e

hence the average electron cyclotron radius is much snaller than

the average ion cyclotron radius, a /L = E «E. = a./L. Therefore
eel l

electron cyclotron radius effects can be neglected in equation

(2.24).

The term b 2
, representing charge separation, is small fop

sufficiently dense plasmas; in other words for these dense plasmas

quasineutrality, n '" n. = n, is a valid approximation. for the
e l

low-density case see, e.g., Stringer and Schmidt [1967].

The eigenvalue equation (3. 1) has been discussed in detail in the

paper of Rosenbluth and Simon [1965] who derived it for the first

time. They also obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for

stability from a variational principle.

Here only a sufficient criterion for stability will be derived for

general density, pressure and electric field profiles. Next, a

special case will be investigated in detail and necessary and

sufficient conditions for stability will be given.

In the rest of this part we use the boundary conditions
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~(r = 0) is finite, ~(r = a) = 0 . (3.2)

In lowest order ~ is proportional to the radial velocity of the

plasma (Uir = (w + m(~ + un) )~/B), and the boundary condition

~(a) = 0 just expresses the vanishing of the radial velocity at

I' = a which is realistic Whenever a wall is present at I' = a. The

boundary condition ~(a) = 0 also holds when a relatively fast

rotating core is surrounded by a slowly rotating plasma. The outer

region then acts like a conducting wall (Janssen [1978]).

The boundary condition "~(O) is finite" allows finite radial

velocities on the axis, so that an eccentric motion of the plasma

is possible. For this reason the name "wobble" instability is

justified (Freidburg and Pearlstein [1978]).

The eigenvalue problem (3.1-3.2) is difficult to treat because it

is of a non-Sturmian type. Yet, a sufficient criterion for stability

can be obtained. To this end we write the eigenvalue equation (3.1)

in the form

lS called the diamagnetic drift frequency. The

0
3

are self-adjoint for the boundary

w2 0 ~ + wO ~ + 03~ = 0,1 2

where 0 =1. ~ nr 3 ~ - (m2-1)n + I' dn
1 rdr dr dr'

O
2

= ~ ~ [mnr3(2~ + un) ::] - (m2 -1) mn (2WE + un) ,

0 3 =~ ~ [m2nr3~(~ + un) ::] - m
2

(m
2-1) n~(~ + un)

H Ulr- = 3E/rMn'"ere, j) dr w c '

operators 0l' O
2

and

conditions (3. 2 ) .

(3.3)

Next we take the inner product of (3.3) with 1IJ to obtain the

dispersion relation

Aw2 + Bw + C = 0 (3.4)
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a

(1jJ,0.1jJ) :: J rdr1jJ*Ol·1jJ, i = 1,2.3.
l 0

Since the operators 0
1

, O
2

and 0
3

are self-adjoint, the coefficients

A,B and C are real. Solving the dispersion relation,

-B 1 I 2
W = 2A ± 2A V B - 4AC ,

we obtain a sufficient criterion for w to be real:

B2
- 4AC ~ 0, (3.5)

for all 1jJ ill the Hilbertspace of square integrable complex-valued

functions on [O,a].

Whenever w is real, perturbations of the form exp i(wt + m</» do not

grow i.T"! time. 'Then, the considered equilibrium is said to be stable.

It can easily be verified that A= (ljJ,O 1jJ) < 0 for Imh1 and dn
d

< O.
1 r

Hence the sufficient condition (2.35) can be replaced by the more

stringent requirement,

C > 0,

since B2 > O. After partial integration we obtain for C

a

C = _m2 Jn~(~ + un) [lljJ! 1
2 + (m;~1) IljJ[2J r 3dr.

o

(3.6)

Then, from the sufficient criterion for stability (3.5) we obtain a

sufficient but more stringent requirement (Mesland [1976], and for

finite f3: Freidburg and Pearlstein [1978])

- ~(~ + un) > 0 ,

since n [11jJl/2+ (m;~1) 11jJ1 2J > 0 for Iml ~ 1.

In case WE > 0 a sufficient criterion for stability is
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and it is obvious that a threshold for instability appears whenever

un < 0 (i. e. ~ < 0). The cylindrical equilibrium with

%: < 0, ~ < 0 (rE(O ,a)) is stable whenever criterion (3.8) is met

(I mj ~ 1). For m = 0 it can easily be verified that w = 0

(neutrally stable).

Of course, criterion (3.7) is only a sufficient criterion for

stability and in the literature there has been much interest in

necessary conditions for stability, e. g. Rosenbluth and Simon [1965].

Also the eigenvalue problem (3.1-3.2) has been solved for special

profiles (Rosenbluth, Krall and Rostoker [1962]; Rosenbluth and Simon

[1965]; Kent, Jen and Chen [1969]; Rognlien [1972]. Moreover the

work of Perkins and Jassby [1969], which by means of an averaging

procedure gives some insight in the effects of inertia and shear,

should be mentioned in this respect.

Concluding this section we consider the special case of a uniformly

rotating plasma, i.e. WE and un are assumed to be constant. Then,

for constant temperature a Gaussian density profile is found from

the definition of un

n = n exp - (r/r )2.
o 0

By means of the transformation

G(x) 2
EqJ =-x- exp! x, x = (r/ro)

(3.9)

(3.10)

we obtain from (3.1) Whittaker's equation (Whittaker and Watson

[1963]) for G

(3.11)

the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x and

(3.12)

where W = W + ~, W= w + m(~ + un) .
The solution to equation (3.11), regular at the origin, lS given by
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1(m+1)
G

h
(x) = X 2 exp - ; x MH(m+1) - h, m+1, x},m

(3.13)

where M is the confluent hypergeometric function, also called

Kummer r s function (Whittaker and Watson [1963]). The sOlution of

(3.12) for w gives the dispersion relation

w = un 1 m\1 G wI> un2J-m(w....+-)(1--) ±- .(p-1) p-- (w....+-) ,(3.14)
.t;2 p p 4.t;2

where p = ;(1 +h) has to be detennined from the zeroes of the Kummer

function M.

We infer at once the condition for a stable equilibrium f:rom

equation (3.14), since w is real provided that

(3.15)

and the equilibrium is unstable in the opposite case (note that if

w is a solution of (3.14) the complex conjugate of w is a solution

too, hence if w is complex the equilibrium is unstable).

The necessary and sufficient condition for stability (3.15) can be

written in the following fonn

(3.16)

and Slllce it can be proved that p :;.: 1 (Boersma [1977]) we see at

once that indeed criterion (3.16) is a stronger result than the

condition (3.7), derived for general density and rotation profiles.

On the other hand, when p is not too large (3.7) seems rather

accurate.

We moreover infer from criterion (3.15) that F.L.R. effects are

indeed stabilizing, for in the limit of T .... a (hence un .... 0) we

obtain: - w:: :;.: 0, and this criterion for stability cannot be met

unless Wr; = a (i.e. the plasma does not rotate at all).

In the next subsection we discuss a useful approximation for the

eigenvalue problem (3.1-3.2) for a unifonnly rotating plasma with a

weakly varying density profile.
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IQ~_s~~~_~!_~~~~y:~~~g_~~~~~!y·

A relatively simple solution to the eigenvalue problem (3.1-3.2) can

be obtained for slowly varying density-profiles,

n = n exp - 0 r 2 (3.17)
. 0

where the parameter 0 is small in a sense to be determined

afterwards.

The transformation

3

l/J = r-2 y(r) exp~or2 (3.18 )

is applied to equation (3.1) and for uniform rotation we obtain the

following boundary value problem for the unJmown function y(r)

(3.19)
3

y(r) = O(rz) , r + 0 and yea) = 0

where A = 4- - 2w 2 /vM , W = W + JIlllE and W= W + m(w
E

+ wD) •

This eigenvalue problem (3.19) will be solved iteratively, and we

assume from the start that the eigenvalue A = 0(<5- 1
) since then a

useful result follows. By inspection of the differential equation of

(3.19) one sees that this ansatz is necessary to retain an

eigenvalue problem in lowest order.

In order to solve the problem C3. 19) we expand the eigenfunction y

and the eigenValue A in powers of <5 2 ,

(3.20)

an usual starting point in the Rayleigh-SchrOdinger perturbation

theory, and we substitute (3.20) into (3.19) to obtain in lowest

order

y" + [~-m2 + A ] y = 0
o r2 -I 0

3
yo(r) = O(rZ),r + 0
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This eigenvalue problem can be solved immediately in terms of

Besselfunctions

(3.22)

where Jm is the Besselfunction of the first kind and mth order (m is

an integer). The boundary condition yo(a) = 0 yields

Jm(a/A_
1

) = 0, hence

= y 2
rnn y = j farnn rnn

(3.23)

where jrnn is the nth zero of J
m

. For m = 0 we obtain the zero

solution since IZ'Jo(z) violates the boundary condition at I' = O.

Next, we calculate \ in order to see how rapidly the series In 82

converges. To this end we investigate the second order equation

obtained from (3.20) and (3.19),

Y" + [q-m2
+ A ] Y = r2 y -, y

2 r 2 -I 2 0 Al 0

(3.24)
3

Y (I') = O(rZ), I' + 0; y (a) = 0
2 2

i.e. an inhomogeneous differential equation for y2' Before we

proceed we note that this type of iteration scheme is quite common

in Quantum mechanics where it has been introduced by Schr&iinger.

There problems of the type (H + £V)ljJ = AljJ have been solved by means

of the ansatz ljJ = l:<:iljJ £.; A = l:<:£.A£. resulting in the hierarchy

(3.25)

where L=H-A o and So = 0, SI = (AI-V)ljJo' etc. Since e.g. Al is

unknown the sourcetenn SI is unknown and an extra condition imposed

on S1 is needed. This condition reads

(X,S£.) = 0 (3.26)

where X is a solution of the adjoint problem Lt X = 0 and (, is

some appropriate inner product. Condition (3.26) can easily be
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obtained by taking the irmer product of (3.25 ) with X and making use

of the definition of the adjoint operator: (X,L1fJ,Q,) = (L\,1fJ,Q,).

Application of the solvability condition (3.26) to our problem (3.24)

i.rnrrediately results in the following expression for the second order

correction to the eigenvalue A,
a a

A = J r 3J2 (y r)drl Jr J2 (y r)dr
I mmn mmn

o 0

(3.27)

where we have used the following definition of the irmer product:
a

(<P ,1fJ):: I 4>*1fJdr. The integral in the denominator can be found in

e.g. Abramowitz [1964] while the integral in the numerator can be

evaluated with the aid of the identity (Abramowitz [1964]),

X I

J t~+V+ J (t)J (t)dt
~ v

and we obtain

~+V+2

= ~(~+V+l){J~(X)Jv(X) + J~+l(X)JV+l(X)} ,

- X
6

4
{J (x)J (x) - J (x)J "+I(X)} + m-

2
1 x 3•

m-2 m m-3 m

•{J (x)J (x) - J (x)J (x)}.
m m-I m+I m-2

(3.28)

Application of the identity 0.28) to (3.27) yields

(3.29 )

and the second order correction to the eigenvalue A lS small if

(3.30)

It is obviouS from (3.30) that actually the small Parameter is

t a202y~. For large m criterion (3.30) can be met easier than for

small m (note: j 7 mrr, m 7 00, n = 1).
mn

As an illustration we take the following example: for m = 1, n = 1

j = 3.8 and for 0 = a- 2 we get for the left hand side of (3.30)mn .
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t aZcZy-Z = 0.02. Even for rather strong density gradients the
JIU1

correction to the lowest order result for A. is only 2%.

We finally sUIImJaI'ize the lowest order result regarding our special

case of a slowly varying density-profile. In tenns of the old

variables we obtain from (3. 18) and (3. 22)

(3.31)

From equation (3. 31) we obtain the form of the perturbed radial

velocity (uir =W!p/B) and the perturbation in the density (n
1

=
iljln 'IB, which follows from the linearized version of the electron

o. D .
equatIon Dt n = 0). We have plotted the form of u. and n

1
ill thee IT

figures 3.2 and 3.3 for m = 1 and m =2; <') =a-z,

.8.6.4.2a

2

m=l

U.
"
l'

.8.6.4.2a

.2

ii,

·4

.6

rIa rIa

Fig.3.2 The perturbed density n
versus r. 1

Fig. 3 . 3 The perturbed radial ion
velocity versus r.

It is clear from equation (3.31) and fig. 3.3 that only the m = 1

mode gives rise to an eccentric motion of the plasrra. This is also

evident from syrronetry considerations.

The perturbation in the plasrra potential ep is given by

~ =A exp 1 crZJ (y r) .
'+'1 2 m JIU1

(3.32)

In fig. 3.4 we have plotted lines of constant potential epl in r,ep
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space for m = 1, n = 1 in a frame rotating with the oscillation

frequency w.

From fig. 3.4 one directly obtains the electric fields due to the

perturbation. Moreover, the lines of constant potential show the

flow pattern due to the E x B-drifts. Apparently, large convective

cells are present. We recall that to lowest order the velocity is

given by the sum of the E x B-drift and the diamagnetic drift (eq.

2.21) but the Ex B-drift is the only drift which gives rise to

changes in the density according to the continuity equation. The

lines of constant density (n
l

) show a similar structure as those of

the potential (fig. 3.4), but of course a phase shift is present III

case the m = 1 node is unstable, since n = - mn' <p IrB(w + m.u...) •
1 0 1 --t.

o

30/2

o

nj2

Fig.3.4 Lines of constant perturbed
potential. The arrows show
th~ direction of the corresponding
LXB-flow.

The dispersion relation follows from equation (3.23) and the

definitions under (3.19),

w =

where p

wD 11/ [ Wn ~J-- m(w.... +-)(1--) ± m - "(p-1) -(W +_)2 + P -4 (3.33)
t. 2 P P E 2

= -1 + ~8-1y 2 + 0(8).
mn
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To proceed, we label a particular mode with the munbers (m,n-1),

where m is the mode number and n-l denotes the number of nodes in

the interval (O,af. The plasma is stable for a particular (m,n-1)

mode if

(3.34)

i. e. a threshold for instability exists.

On the one hand we have found an approximation for p, valid for

weakly varying density-profiles; on the other hand p can also be

found from the zeroes of the Kummer function (Jahnke, Emde [1945]).

For the Cl,O)-mode we have compared the two results in figure 3.5.

Note, that the approximation for p found here can also be derived in

an alternative fashion, namely by means of an approxinate expression

for the zeroes of the Kummer function given by e.g. Erdelyi [1953J.

15

10

~
~

~
p

~

~

\
\

5 \

'-
'-

32

'-- -'-------__-'- ---.J

o
x

Fig. 3. 5 The parameter p versus x= () a 2 •

--: approximation (3.33).
-----: from zeroes of the Kummer function
according to Jahnke, Emde 11945] .

The stability criterion (3.34) shows that the first mode to go

unstable is the one with m = 1, n = 1, since then p is mininal.

Reversely, there is a critical diamagnetic drift frequency for which
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all modes are still stable. This critical value wDc of the

diamagnetic drift can be obtained from

W

I~+ 11 = l/p
W

DC
2 2 11

C3.35)

where p = - 1 + ! 0-ly 2 + OCo), and the C1,O)-mode is the first
11 11

one to go unstable.

Consider a diamagnetic drift frequency which is a fractional amount

below the critical frequency,

C3.36)

in such a way that all modes remain stable, except the C1,0)-mode.

Then, omitting mode Subscripts from now on, one obtains for the

dispersion relation for the C1, 0 )-mode

m(p-l)wDc w... '( 1)( l)
W = ± i'" ~p \ p- l+"p. + 0(",2)

2/p

for WE > 0, ~ < O.

(3.37)

According to (3.37) a decrease of ~ of the order ",2 already yields

a growthrate yof the C1,O)-mode of order "'. The effect of the shift

in diamagnetic frequency in the other modes is only order ",2, as can

easily be shown.

Now, two time scales are present in the problem of determining the

time-dependence of the amplitude of the slightly unstable C1,O)-mode:

namely the inverse of the frequency w and the inverse of the growth

rate y = OC"'w). It is therefore tempting to apply the multiple time

scale method in solving this problem. This will be done in section 4.

In the general introduction we have pointed out that if the

equilibrium gradient length is large compared to the wavelength

of the perturbations, the equilibrium can be described within

the framework of M.H.D. whereas for the perturbations F.L.R. effects

are still of importance. Actually, in this subsection we have dealt

with such a case. Condition (3.30) expresses that the equilibrium

length 1//0 is large compared to a measure a of the wavelength.
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Also, according to (3.35), near the threshold the E x J3-drift

frequency is large compared to the diamagnetic frequency. Namely:

w- = 0(£ £ W .), ~ = 0(£2 W .), where £ = a./o , £ = a./a and a.
L eq w Cl u eq Cl eq 1 w 1 1

is the Larmor radius. Of course £ «£ (see (3. 30) .
eq w

]
Q)

a::

10

5

/

/.
/

/
/

A

Fig.3.6

The dispersion relation for a
slightly unstable rotating plasna.
Re(w)(rel. units) versus JIPde
nwnber m (n=1).

2
m

3 4

To conclude this section we present the dispersion relation for a

slightly unstable plasma i.e. a plasma with un given by (3.36),

fig. 3.6.

According to this dispersion relation resonant coupling of the

Cl,O)-rrocle with other rrodes cannot occur, since it is impossible, as

can be seen from the figure, to satisfy simultaneously the

resonances conditions m
i

= m2 + m
3

, WI = Wz + w
3

'

3.2. The gx J3-drift Instability for a F.L.R. Plasma.

In this subsection we treat some features of the linear theory of

the g x J3-drift instability in a F.L.R. plasma. This instability was

investigated for the first time by Kruskal and Schwarzschild [1954],

who did not take into account F.L.R. effects.

In the basic set (2.24-26) the effect of a gravity field with

gravity constant gwas not considered. However gravity can easily be

introduced by the replacement of the electric field E by E + rug/e
and the corresponding rroclification of the E x B-drift. Moreover,

according to F.L.R. theory V = 0(£ vth,i) , and since we assume
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take into

B-drift= O(V2/L) we obtain g = O(£2Vth~i/L). Hence the g x

t:i /w2 is of the order £3Vth ., so that we have to
C c ,l

accoW1t the effect of gravity only in lowest order.

Then, we obtain for the F.L.R. equations

g
-..
g x

-.. -..
D g x wci
Dt ni + --W""""2-.=

Cl

(3.38)

I7.E=~(n.-n)
£0 l e

where the symbols have their usual meaning. Once again the electron

mass m has been assumed to be much smaller than the ion mass M.
e

The set of equations (3.38) can be simplified by taking the :&: of

Poisson's equation and then eliminating ne and ni through the

continuity equations of (3. 38). The result is

this equation introduces again the parameter b 2 = £oB2/Mn. Thus, for

high density plasmas, i.e. b 2 « 1, quasineutrality is a valid

approximation and we arrive at the set of equations

a)
D e:;t; 1 D

I7n + 17.{n Dt ML - MDt I7p} = 0

b) o (3.39)

c)
-..

17 x E = 0

where ne '" n i = n. All symbols ill (3.39) refer to ion quantities.

We shall now review the linear stability analysis of a F.L.R. plasma

in a constant gravity field (pointed in the negative y-direction)

where density and pressure are fW1ctions of y only. In equilibrium

no electric field is present. Arbitrary density and pressure profiles
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satisfy the set (3.39) automatically.

Linearization of the set (3. 39) around this equilibrium results for

normal modes of the form <p =~ exp iCwt + kx), where w is the

frequency of the mode and kits wave number, in the following

eigenvalue equation for the unknown 1jJ = f /w,x

(3.40)

where S = 1 - k P I / Mn ww and the prime denotes differentiation to y.o 0 c
Note that 1jJ is proportional to the displacement of the plasma in

lowest order and that the entire effect of F.L.R. stabilization is

contained in the last term of S.

Some general statements regarding the stability of the equilibrium

can be inferred from the eigenvalue equation (3.40) (Rosenbluth and

Soon [1965]), in an analogous fashion as was done in section 3. 1 ,

but here we are only interested in a special solution.

To this end, let us investigate the stability of an isothermal

plasma slab between two walls at y = ± Ll2. In x-direction we

assume periodic boundary conditions, so that we have discrete values

of k. For an exponential density profile

(3.41)

the eigenvalue equation (3.40) becomes an ordinary differential

equation with constant coefficients,

(3.42)

kV~h
where S = 1 - ~A, and v~h = KT/M (K is the Boltzmann constant).

c
The boundary conditions read

1jJ(x,y = ± Ll2)= 0 (3.43)

since the displacement must vanish at the wall.

The solution of the eigenvalue problem (3.42-43) is elementary and

we obtain
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1/J = cos~yexp- A.y/2, ~ = (2n+1)-rr/L(n=0,1, .... ) ,

provided the dispersion relation

(3.44)

(3.45)

is satisfied.

In the limit of large k we recover the result of Rosenbluth, Krall

and Rostoker [1962], derived in the local approxination from the

Vlasov equation (on the basis of the F. L. R. ordering).

From the dispersion relation we infer that a threshold for

instability exists, and in labeling a particular rrr:x:le as (~,k) such

a rrr:x:le is stable provided the gravity constant g satisfies the

inequality

(3.46)

Hence, the first rrr:x:le to become unstable is the one with minimal k

and mininal ~ (n = 0) since then g is minimal (note: the (~,O)-rrode

is neutrally stable).

Reversely, there is a critical constant g for which all rrodes arec
still stable. The critical value for g equals

(3.47)

If one increases the gravity constant above its critical value by

the amount t. 2 g ,
C

(3.48)

then the first rrode to become unstable is the (niL, k . )-rrr:x:le. For
IJ1J.Il

this rrr:x:le the dispersion relation reads

w = (3.49)

and according to (3.49) a relative increase of g of order t. 2
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5

already gives a growthrate y of the (niL, k . )-IlDde of order 6..
mm

All other modes rerrain stable, provided 6. is sufficiently srrall.

So once again two time scales are present in the problem of the

detennination of the time-dependence of the slightly unstable

(11/L, kmin)-mode, and in section 4 the multiple time scale method

will be applied to solve this problem.

To conclude, we present the dispersion relation for the slightly

unstable use in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 shows a typical dispersion diagram for a F.L.R. plasrra.

Essentially the dispersion diagram of the rotation instability

exhibits the same features.

For srrall k only one (unstable) root is present which bifurcates

into two stable branches at a certain k. It is obvious from fig. 3.7

that resonant coupling of the (niL, k . )-mode with other modes
mm

cannot occur, for the same reason as given in section 3. 1.

6 ~--------------/C-,

/.
/.

/.
4

3

o

/

k

/

Fig.3.7

Re(w) versus k for a slightly
unstable plasma.

Finally it is worthwhile to reJIBrk that the presence of a critical

parameter like g and two time scales is entirely due to F.L.R.
c

effects. In the limit of zero temperature g = 0, and according to
c

the dispersion relation (3.47) the modes are purely growing; this

result was already obtained by Kruskal and Schwarzschild [1954].
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'4. Nonlinear Theory of some Flute Instabilities in a F.L.R. plasna.

In the previous section we have treated the linear theory of some

flute instabilities, namely the g x B-drift instability and the

rotation instability. Entirely due to F.L.R. effects a threshold for

instability exists and this chapter is devoted to the determination

of the time-dependent behaviour of a plasna near this threshold.

A slightly unstable plasna is a plasna for which the linear growth

rate of the instabilities is snall compared to the oscillation

frequency of the instabilities. In this thesis only the case of a

single unstable JIDde is considered, in contrast to the quasi-linear

theory, where rrany unstable JIDdes are assumed to be present

(Hasegawa [1975]).

In the subsections 3. 1 and 3.2 we have encountered examples of

slightly unstable plasnas. In case of the rotating plasna as well as

the g x B-drift all JIDdes can still be stable for an appropriate

choice of plasna parameters like ion temperature and acceleration of

gravity g.Due to a snaIl change in these critical parameters all

IIDdes rerrain. stable, except one JIDde which has a snall growthrate

whenever this change is sufficiently snall (section 3.1 and 3.2).

Therefore two time scales occur, namely the inverse of the

oscillation frequency w and the inverse of the growthrate y = 0([',)

(section 3.1 and 3.2). It is therefore tempting to solve the problem

of the evolution in time of this unstable mode by means of the

multiple time scale formalism.

The determination of the time dependence of a slightly unstable JIDde

is a tractable problem since only one JIDde is unstable. However., in

realistic perturbations usually rrany IIDdes are present in the

initial spectrum and if the slightly unstable mode couples with

other modes, these can possibly be present in the spectrum for large

t since the unstable mode can transfer energy to them. But,

according to the dispersion relations (3.45) and (3.33) coupling of

the unstable JIDde with other modes cannot occur. Hence also for

rather arbitrary initial perturbations the calculations to be

presented now are useful provided the initial level of the

perturbations is snall, say of the thermal level. Then, only the

unstable ITlQde will grow to an appreciable level, whereas the
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amplitudes of the other modes will remain small.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First we introduce

the multiple time scale formalism and a matrix notation which

simplifies the calculations; also a condition to obtain solutions

free of secularities will be derived. Next, we apply the multiple

time scale rrethod to the F. L. R. equations, in particular to the

g x B-drift instability (Janssen [1979]) and the rotation

instability. We then obtain a hierarchy of equations which will be

solved subsequently in such a way that secularities are absent on

the fastest time scale. In third order we obtain an equation for the

amplitude of the unstable rrode while also equations for the

rrodification of the equilibrium will be derived. Finally transport

due to the presence of the unstable rrode will be calculated.

4.1. The Multiple Time Scale Method.

The multiple time scale rrethod is useful in solving problems in

which more than one time scale occurs. This technique goes back to

the nineteenth century where astronorrers like Lindstedt [1882]

devised a technique to avoid secular -terms in perturbation solutions

of nonlinear equations. poincare [1892] proved that the expansions

obtained by Lindstedt are asymptotic.

In this rrethod, the unknown functions, denoted by X, which depend on

the time t, are replaced by functions of many independent variables

To' T 1 ' •••• , which represent the different time scales present in

the physical phenomenon. The time derivative is replaced by a series

in powers of f':,

~=>at l:
£'=0

(4.1)

and also the unknown X,

(4.2)

where every coefficient ~£, is a function of the time scales To'

T 1' •••• and f':, is a small pararreter in the problem. Afterwards the
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solution of the original problem is obtained by identification:

T = t, T = ~t, etc. (Davidson 11972], Nayfeh 11973]).
o 1

Substitution of the expansions (4. 1) and (4.2) in the set of

nonlinear differential equations to be solved usually gives, after

equating coefficients of like powers of ~, a hierarchy of the form

Je~£ =S£' £ = 0,1,2, .... (4.3)

where ~£ is a column vector containing the unknowns of order £, and

S£ is a source term that only contains lower order l/Jp's with

p :s £-1. The operator /;t is linear and operates only on the smallest

time scale To' but the source term S£ contains operators on the time

scales Tl' T2 ' • • •• Usually S£ will generate higher harmonics, but

may also have tenns which oscillate with the eigenfrequency in the

To-scale of ;e ~£ = O. The latter can possibly give rise to secular

behaviour of the unknown ~£ on the To-scale, in an analogous fashion

as the driving term in a harmonic oscillator problem gives rise to

resonance if the driving term oscillates with an eigenfrequency of

the oscillator. Since many time scales are introduced sufficient

freedom is created to avoid this secular behaviour on the time scale

To' The requirement that secular behaviour be absent has already

been formulated previously (Simon [1968], Drazin [1970]). To this

end one requires that the functions ~£ are bounded in the sense

that some norm is bounded

(4.4)

We will use the L
2

norm:

(4.5)

where the integration extends over the appropriate interval, e.g. a

period in the case of periodic functions. For bounded norms (4.5)

also inner products like (ep, Act» are bounded, provided A is a

bounded linear operator (Helmberg [1975] p. 71).

Next the adjoint of}£ , denoted as ~t, is introduced. Let Xbe the

adjoint vector such that
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t +if x = o.

Taking the inner product of (4. 3) with Xwe obtain

and since

(4.6)

(4.7)

we obtain the requirement that secularities are absent on the To

time scale:

(4.8)

It is worthwhile to note that we have met the same type of condition

in the Rayleigh - Schr6dinger perturbation theory used in Quantum

Mechanics and in section 3.1. There it was possible to satisfy the

solvability condition because also the eigenvalue was expanded; here

we have created the necessary freedom by means of the multiple time

scale formalism.

One might wonder whether the condition for absence of secularities

does not involve a complete neglect of physical explosions. However,

in our case it can be shown by means of a conserved quantity, that
+. .
1jJ£ cannot grow Wlthout bound, at least on the fast tlffie scale To! We

shall return to this point later on.

+ .
In general 1jJ£ wlll not depend on t alone, but also on other

variables. Once JIDre the whole story can be reeled off when the norm

II II and the inner product ( , ) are appropriately modified. In

this thesis we restrict ourselves to solutions of the hierarchy

(4. 3) which are periodic in the time scale To and some space

variable, say x. Of course, these functions are bounded and the

inner product ,) is defined as

(4.9)

where the integrations over x and T 0 extend over one period, and y

is integrated over some fixed interval. The definition of the inner
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product in cylindrical coordinates can easily be found from (4. 9 ) .

To conclude this section we mention some previous results. In 1968

Simon [1968] applied the time-asymptotic method to a weakly ionized

gas in which, according to linear theory, only one mode is unstable

with small growthrate. The saturation amplitude and frequency shift

of this mode have been determined. Simon's method is an extension of

the Krylov - Bogoliubov - Mitropolsky perturbation method [1961] and

is more systematic than the Kadomtsev approach [1965]. Meanwhile

Simon and others have applied the time-asymptotic method to a

variety of plasma instabilities (Simon [1968], Kim and Simon [1969],

Simon and Weng [1972], Simon and Rosenbluth [1976], Simon and Gross

[1977]). Furthermore, the stability of the finite amplitude waves

has been investigated by means of a recipe given by Simon and Weng

[1972] .

Also in hydrodynamics the time-asymptotic method has proven its

usefulness. Ma.slowe and Kelly [1970] studied, following Stuart

[1967], finite amplitude waves in a Kelvin - Helmholtz flow. In 1972

Nayfeh and Saric [1972] proposed to apply the multiple time scale

method to the Kelvin - Helmholtz instability. A slightly unstable

configuration was obtained by an appropriate choice of parameters

like surface tension. The authors found a modulation in the amplitude

of the initially unstable mode, and it was possible to give

conditions for the stability of the finite amplitude wave on the

basis of a firmer analysis than that of Simon and Weng. For more

references concerning the multiple time scale method see Nayfeh

[1973].

Also in problems of chemical reactions there is interest in

multiple time scaling, e.g. in connection with the stability of

chemical reactions (Cohen [1973], Boa and Cohen {1976]). And finally

also problems like column buckling (Keller and Antman [1969]) can be

mentioned in this connection. Keller [1969] treats the problem of

column buckling in the framework of bifurcation theory. There one

has, due to the nonlinear character of the problem, two or more

states, one of which is unstable and the others are not. In our case

the unstable state is one of the initial equilibria discussed in

section 3, whereas the stable states are given by modified equilibria

plus oscillations. Of course this last statement should be justified
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and this is the main topic of the present section.

At this point we emphasize the difference between the time-asymptotic

method and the multiple time scale method. The time-asymptotic method

presupposes the time-dependence of the amplitude of the unstable

oscillation, i.e. it is assumed that the amplitude of the unstable

JIDde saturates to a certain time-independent value (limit cycle

behaviour), whereas from the multiple time scale method the tinE

dependence of the unstable JIDde is calculated. Then, from the

reSulting equations one can infer whether the amplitude saturates to

a constant value or not. In this thesis we have chosen two examples

of instabilities which do not saturate at all, but, instead, show a

JIDdulation in the amplitude of the unstable JIDde. This JIDdulation

and the JIDdification of the equilibrium takes place on the slower

time scale T l' The equations for the amplitude of the unstable JIDde

and for the JIDdification of the equilibrium are obtained from the

secularity conditian (4. 8), a condition which plays a central role

in the following subsections.

4.2. Multiple Time Scale Analysis of the g x B-drift Instability in

a F.L.R. plasma.

Let us apply the multiple time scale method to the g x B-ctrift

instability in an isothennal F.L.R. plasma for which the flute

approximation is assumed to be valid (Janssen [1979]). From equation

( 3.39) we obtain a coupled set of equations for the unknowns n and <P

-+ -+ {De:ot: 2 D }=g x Wc . I/n + 1/. n Dt H .t. - vth Dt I/n o , (4.10)

One imrrediately infers from this basic set that the number of

particles N (and also the total pressure) is a conserved quantity if

the particle flux vanishes at the wall. Integration of the first

equation in (4.10) over the fixed volume'lJ', application of the Gauss

theorem and 1/.V = 0 yields
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a~ f nd'tr+ f nV.dO = 0 ,
I)J 0

where 0 is the surface enclosing the volume1.'Y. Since at the surface

the particle flux is assumed to vanish our statement follows at once.

In this section we restrict ourselves to fWlctions n and ¢ which

depend only on To through 8 = WT 0 +kx. Then the secularity condition

(4. 8) can be regarded as a periodicity condition. Aperiodic, secular

behaviour of n is· excluded, because then the number of particles

would not be a conserved quantity. Also the potential ¢ can be shown

to be periodic through the equations (4.10).

Physical explosions might now only occur on the larger time scale T 1 •

The behaviour in time of a slightly Wlstable plasma is investigated

for the same geometry as in section 3. 2, thus

(4.11)

and g is given in (3.47). Hence only the (TIlL, k . )-mode isc mm
Wlstable according to the linear theory of section 3. 2. The growth-

rate of the mode is of the order b.. As is usual in asymptotic

theories (Simon [1968]) we expand the amplitude of the unstable mode

in powers of b.:

¢ = (4.12)

where we have used that in equilibrium no electric field is present.

Moreover different time scales occur and therefore we substitute

into the set (4.10)

~=>at L
i=o

(4.13)

where the Til S are assumed to be independent of each other. The

coefficients in the expansions for n and ¢, n
i

and ¢ i resp., are

fWlctions of all T i in general.
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We emphasize that the expansions (4.12) assume an analytical

dependence on the srrall parameter tJ.. The "saturation" amplitude of

the mode varies continuously with tJ. and vanishes as tJ. .... O. Using

the terminology of Kadomtsev [1965], the instability is of the soft

excitation type, in contrast with the hard type (often called

explosive type) for which a sudden jump in the amplitude of the

unstable mode appears when the critical parameter is increased above

its critical value.

Substitution of (4.11-13) into the set (4.10) results, after

equating coefficients of like powers in tJ., in the hierarchy (4.3)

R, = 0,1,2, .... (4.14)

where ~R, lS a column vector with components nR, and iJ>R, and:t. is a

linear operator of the form

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to y. The

source term SR, will be given in the subsequent subsections.

In order to work out the secularity condition (4. 8) we need the

adjoint ~t. It reads

From the adjoint equation ~tX=0 we obtain the following types of

solutions for the adjoint X:
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type 1: XI is an (arbitrary) function of y only.

type 2: Putting

X
2

=(X;) exp i 8, 8 = WT 0 + kx ,
. X~

where X; and X~ are independent of x and To' we obtain

kg W 2
-I = (~ _ k2v2 + 2 a ) -2
X2 W th Vth ay2 X2

(4.17)

X~ satisfies the same eigenvalue equation as found for <PI in

the linear theory (( 3. 40) for constant temperature), however now

g = gc' So all modes are stable and the solution for X~ for

the exponential density profile (3.41) is given by (3.44)

provided the dispersion relation (3.45) is satisfied.

The types 1 and 2 are independent solutions in the sense of the

inner product defined in section 4.1 (eq. (4.9)): (t, X2) = o.

Writing for the sourceterm S£,
~ ->- ->- ie. .
0 n = sn + sn e + hlgher harmonlcs + c.c.

N N,I N,2

we obtain from (4.8) for the type 1 solution XI the condition

->- •
and since XI lS an arbitrary function of y,

->-
S£"I = 0 . (4.18)

->- ->-
Next, application of requirement (4.8) for X = X2 yields

In the following subsections the hierarchy of equations (4.14) is

solved order by order in the limit of small density gradient

(A « niL), where we assume an exponential density profile. Recall

that the waves propagate in the x-direction, i. e. perpendicular to

the density gradient (y-direction) and perpendicular to the magnetic

field (z-direction). The gravity points in the negative y-direction .
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Secularities on the time scale To can be avoided by application of

the conditions (4.18) and (4.19) and the result is an equation for

the "saturation" of the initially unstable C'rr/L, k . )-mode. Also
mm

equations for the modification of the equilibrium can be obtained

from (4.18-19). Finally transport due to the unstable mode will be

calculated. Details of the calculations can be found in appendix A.

4.2.1. [~§!_~~E_~~2EY'

It can easily be verified that the zeroth order equation is auto

matically satisfied for the chosen equilibrium, hence we proceed

directly to next order.

The source term in first order of t:J. reads

l a l- --n
aT 0

S = 1

1 2 a
Vth 11. (aT IIno)

1

Avoiding secularities we obtain, according to (4.18),

so that we are left with the problem

~~l = 0 ,

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

which gives the eigenvalue problem (3.40), however now with g = g .c
For the exponential density profile (3.41) we obtain the solution

file
is + C.C.n l
is S = WT +kx (4.23)

epl = ifi l e + c.c. 0

~r A ~
where fi = - _0 q; and q; = <I> exp{ - -.Y} • cos -L • Here <I> is a

1 wB 1 1 2
complex amplitude so that also frequency shifts due to

nonlinearities are taken into account. Note that from now on we are

only interested in the slightly unstable (rr/L, k . )-mode, so that
mID

k =k. and ~ = rr/L. The dispersion relation for the (rr/L, k . )-
mID mID

mode reads
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kV~h
w = 1 --A

2 w
c

(4.24)

and for definiteness we remark that the (n/L, k . )-mode is stablerrun
on the T scale; growth and saturation of the mode occur on the T 1o
scale.

is given by

= __a_ n __a_ n -(V.\7)n
aT

2
0 aT

l
1 1 1

(4.25)

Since n 1 and </> 1 are known the source term S2 can be calculated. It

is of the form

is ->- 2iSS = ~ + ~ e + s e + c.c.
2 2,1 2,2 2,3

(4.26)

see for the detailed expressions appendix A. The third term in

(4.26) and its complex conjugate generate second harmonics wheI'eas
• ->-

the other terms might give I'ise to secular behavlour of W
2

on the

To scale. Avoiding this we obtain, according to (4.18),

_a_ n = 0
aT 2 0

(4.27)

and according to (4.19) we must have (X , ~ ) = o. This condition
2 2,2

is automatically satisfied, as shown in appendix A where we prove

this pI'Operty for general density pI'Ofiles; it can easily be

extended to general temperature pI'Ofiles. Hence in second order no

restrictions are imposed on the T
1

dependence of the amplitude CP.

There -remains to be solved the inholIDgeneous differential equation

(4.28)

under condition (4. 27) .
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We use the ansatz

+ D e i8
+ D

22
e 2i8n n 2 (} + c.c.

2 21

(4.29)

</>2 </>20
+ + ifJ e

2i8= + C.C.
22

where n
20

and </> 20 are not yet determined (but will be in thiro oroer),

and

1 a ~
-~--n

lW aT 1 1

a
4>1 ay 1'\).

(4.30)

In principle </>2 also contains a term oscillating with the frequency

W; however this term obeys the same eigenvalue equation as obtained

in first oroer. Therefore we include this term in </> l' which can

always be done.

The amplitude of the second harmonic, ifJ
22

, has to satisfy an

inhomogeneous differential equation, which reads in the limit A« 1T/L,

(4.31)

This equation can easily be solved (see appendix A) but for our

purposes we are only interested in the oroer of magnitude of ifJ •
22

Estimating ifJ from the driving term in (4.31), we obtain
22

(4.32)

Finally, note the importance of a phase difference between n
2

and </>2

which results in a particle transport in the y-direction. This

particle transport can easily be calculated from the expression for

the velocity li in a F. L. R. plasma (see eq. (2. 21)) ,

(4.33)

The 0(E 3 ) -term contains amongst others the g x B-drift. Averaging
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the particle flux in the y-direction over the fast time '0' we obtain

<nu >
y av

(4.34)

where we have used eqns. (4,23), (4.29) and (4.30). Obviously,

whenever~ 1 $1 1
2 = 0, the particle transport in the y-direction

0'1
vanishes. The occurrence of this particle transport can already be

inferred from the qualitative considerations given in section 3.

The particle flux is of the order !::J. 3 and one might wonder whether

this is a valid result since we have calculated it from expressions

for n and eJ> correct to the order !::J.2. But , it can be shown that higher

order contributions to n and eJ> only give corrections to the particle

flux in the y-direction to 0(!::J.") whereas the corrections to the

particle flux in the x-direction are of the order !::J. 3.

Averaging the particle flux in the x-direction we obtain

[

V2 v~. n kn' a ]
<nu > = - ~ n' + !::J.2(- n' + --ll eJ>' -:-:Yst _ I $ 1

2)x av wow 20 B 20 wB ay 1
c c

(4.35)

Here, the first term is just the diamagnetic drift in equilibrium

and the terms of order !::J.2 are corrections due to the presence of the

unstable (niL, k . )-JOOde. In third order the modifications of the
IIIlI1

equilibrium, namely n20 and eJ>20' will be determined, as well as the

equation for the '1 dependence of the amplitude <P.

4. 2 . 3. '!'h:~~I:L~!:9~E_!!}~~!.Y.

For the source term in thirti order 83 = (:::) , we obtain

a a a + *3 31 = - -,,-no - -,,-n l - -,,-n2 - (V2·Il)nl - (v l .ll)n2 (4.36)
0'3 0'2 0'1

3 32 = - gc x <:iC ·llnl -1l.{H[nO(a;l E2 + a;2 El + (V1·Il)E2 +

(V2·Il)El ) + n1(a;o E2 + a;l E1 + (V1·Il)E1) + n 2 a;o El]

- v~h [aa'l 'iln2 + a;2 Vn1 + a~3 Ilno + eV1·1l)lln2 + (V2.1l)llnJ}
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Since the first orner and second orner problem have been solved the

source term S can be determined and we obtain the form (see also
3

appendix A)

* + + ie°3 :: S3 1 + S3 2 e + higher harmonics + c.c., , (4.37)

Avoiding secularities we require t :: 0 and obtain equations for
3 ,1

the modification of the considered equilibrium. They read (see

appendix A)

o , (4.38)

_d_ n + -J- <nu > :: 0 ,
dT 1 20 ay y av

(4.39)

hence the density is modified due to particle transport caused by the

unstable oscillation «nu > see (4. 34» and
y av

(4.40)

where we have used eq. (4.38). Equation (4.40) describes the

generation of a small electric field due to the presence of the

unstable mode.

Equation (4.39) can easily be solved for n
20

and we obtain

k
2

>ill '!T I l2 sm' 2'JTY +n 20 :: - ~ L $ L f(y) , (4.41)

where Ii ~s the density at y :: 0 and where we have used (4. 34) ,
o

(4.23) and A « '!TIL.

Since now n
20

is known we can solve equation (4.40), using (4.23),

(4.29), (4.30). The result in the limit A « '!TIL is

(4.42)
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Note that the arbitrary functions fCy) and g(y) can be determined

from the initial conditions to be imposed on n zo and Ezoy ' However,

restricting ourselves to small initial amplitudes, say of the

thermal level , it is justified to neglect fC y) and g (y). This will

be done from now on.

n

-L/2
y

L/2 -L/2 LIZ

Fig.4.1 The mxJ.ification of the density n and the generation
of an electric field due to the unstable oscillation.

As an illus1:r'ation we have sketched the density profile and electric

field as a function of y (see fig. 4.1).

F:rom the figure and (4.41) it is obvious that a flattening of the

density profile =curs in the middle of the plasma slab such that the

nllIIlber of Particles is conserved: f nz 0 dy = O. It may be noted that

in the small density gradient approximation the generation of the

electric field is mainly due to F.L.R. effects (i.e. the term

proportional to v~ in (4.40».

The slow time--d.ependence of the canplex amplitude, up to now unknown,

can be determined from the condition that results from the elimination
+ +

of secular behaviour on the To bme scale: (Xz ' s 3 , z) = O. After

sorne tedious calculations we arrive at

(4.43)

z
where 8z = 2<It A:Z

gc
For details see again appendix A.

The nonlinear contribution to (4.43) stems f:rom the modification of

the equilibrium (in the limit A « niL). Corrections of higher

hanIDnics can be neglected since according to (4.32)
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$22 = 0(w~Aq,2), whereas according to (4.42) 4>20 = O(w~ (r)! q, 1
2).

The same estimate holds for the ratio fi 2/n • The linear term in
2 20

(4.43) gives the growthrate of the mode which has already been

obtained in the linear theory of section 3. 2.

Equation (4.43) is the equation of an anhannonic oscillator and can

be cast in a simpler form by the introduction of the dimensionless

variables

(4.44)

Dropping the primes we obtain,

(4.45)

Since q, is complex we put

(4.46)

with real r and 4>, to obtain

a)

(4.47)

b) o .

Note that these equations are just the radial and azimuthal

components of the equation of motion of a particle in a radially

symnetric potential well, if r is interpreted to be the radial and

4> the azimuthal variable.

From equation (4.47b) conservation of "angular momentum" follows

immediately,

r 2 d ~ = constant .
aT'"

1

(4.48)

Moreover, multiplication of (4.47a) with a; rand integration with

respect to time gives conservation of the t6tal "energy",
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(4.49)

where t!icn = - ! r 2 + ~ r 4 is the potential of the well.

The constants in (4.48-49) have to be determined from the initial

conditions. Here we consider in detail the following initial

conditions only

d~l <p(0) = 0

."L reO) = 0
aT

1 (4.50)

Then it follows from (4.48) that the constant is zero so that the

frequency shift vanishes,

d~ <p = 0 ;
1

equation (4.49) becomes

(4.51)

(4.52)

Stability of the wave can be inferred at once from the form of the

potential well. From fig. 4.2 we conclude that a stable modulation

in the amplitude of the oscillation results. This does not only hold

for the special initial conditions given in (4.50), but also for

general initial conditions, as can easily be verified.

Fig. 4 •2 The "potential'rl)( r) as a fimction of r.
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The solution of (4-. 52) can be given in teI1TlS of elliptical filllctions

of the first kind. For clarity we have plotted a phase space diagram

of equation (4-.52). Figure 4-.3 indicates that every motion is

boilllded. For small amplitudes we have case 1 whereas for large

amplitudes (r 0 > 12) we have case 2. The separatrix in fig. 4-.3

correslXlnds to the case r o = 12.

Fig. 4-. 3
Phase-space diagram
of eq. (4-. 52).

Qualitatively the time dependence of the slightly illlstable

( 1T/ L, k . )-mode in a F. 1.R. plasma can be described for small
mJ.n

initial amplitude, r 0 « 1, as follows: for short times the

amplitude grows according to linear theory resulting in a

perpendicular translXlrt such that the 'density profile flattens and

a small electric field is generated. In the course of time

modification of the equilibrium becomes more imlXlrtant and so the

nonlinear terms quenche the instability and the amplitude decreases

illltil it reaches its initial value and the whole process starts

again. Hence a modulation in the amplitude is present, which is

plotted for the inital data (4-.50) with r o = 0.10 in fig. 4-.4-.

Limit cycle behaviour (i. e. d~ r ->- 0, T 1 ->- 00) does not occur illlless

one assumes a little bit of friction, e.g. due to collisional ion

viscosity. In that case it is plausible that r saturates for large

T 1 at the value r' = 1 at which the potential has a minimum or

returning to the original variables

r = w/S (4-.53)

But we must emphasize here that whenever friction is unimlXlrtant on

the time scale of interest a modulation in the amplitUde is present.

The time-asymptotic method, of Simon [1968] would only result in the

steady-state solution (4-.53), thus indicating that the multiple time
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scale method is more general, i. e. this method allows one to follow

the unstable mode from the start.

1.5

1.0

.5

5 --z::10
1

15

Fig.4.4 The amplitude r as a function of T •
1

Fran (4.53) we can easily obtain le<p IKTI using the expression under
1

(4.43) and (4.24). The result is

I I TI - 1'1">.. \./ 2 (1T)2e<P 1 K - 2!2(1T/L)2 "k + L (4.54)

For the relative density fluctuation we obtain the maximum value
,

1'1">..\k2+(L)2

(2!.)2/2
L

(4.55)

Also the expression for the modification of the density profile,

electric field, etc. can easily be obtained now from the appropriate

formulae.

To conclude this section we remark that for a plasma near the

critical point g = g only one mode is unstable. It is only slightly
. c

unstable and therefore two time scales can be distinguished. The

time-dependence of the amplitude of this unstable mode has been
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determined by means of the multiple time scale method. This method

provides a solution uniform in time.

In this thesis we have obtained the T I-dependence of the amplitude

of the unstable mode only but in order to investigate the convergence

of the expansion in powers of !J. one has to consider all orders.

This would result in rather tedious calculations.

Of course one might wonder wether it is possible to have a

convergent expansion from the multiple time scale method. See for

this Keener [1977] where the convergence is considered for some

special cases. Even a divergent expansion can, however, be very

useful if it is asymptotic.

4.3. Multiple Time Scale Analysis of the Rotation Instability.

A second example to which the multiple time scale method will be

applied is the rotation instability in a quasi-neutral, isothermal

F. L. R. plasma. As discussed in section 3.1 also in this case two

time scales can be distinguished.

From eqns. (2.24-26) we obtain a coupled set of equations for the

unknowns n and ¢

R n = 0
Dt

De+ 2 D }_
V.{nDtHE-vthDtVn -0

(4.56)

where R =~ + V.V, V= EX B/B2 , E= - V¢ and v
th
2 = KT/M.Dt at

We consider the same geometry as in section 3.1, i.e. a cylindrical

plasma with an r-dependent density and a radial r-dependent electric

field, which gives rise to a rotation in azimuthal direction.

The plasma is bounded by a wall at r = a. Ive restrict our attention

to a plasma with a gaussian density profile. Such a plasma rotates

uniformly, i.e. the E x B-drift frequency ~ and the diamagnetic

drift frequency w
D

are constant.

From (4.56) one immediately infers conservation of the number of

particles N = f ndfr" for the boundary condition of vanishing particle

flux at the waK, hence the annihilation of secular terms is
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justified in the sense of section 4.2. Details of the calculations

will not be presented here because they are quite similar to those

in the preceeding subsection.

We wish to obtain the evolution in time of the (m = 1, n -1 = 0)

rrode, the first one which becomes unstable if the temperature is

decreased below a critical value T , given implicitly by eq. (3.35).c
For a temperature T slightly below T ,c

T=TC1-tJ.2), tJ.2 «1,c
(4.57)

the C1,O)-JIDde beccmes slightly unstable, as explained in section

3.1 , with a growthrate of 0(tJ.). All other modes remain stable if tJ.

lS sufficiently small. Inserting the expansions

(4.58)

(4.59)

in the basic set (4.56) we get the following hierarchy of equations

tJ.£ : :e~£ = S£' £ = 0,1,2, ....

where the fonns of fL and S£ are given in appendix B.

The hierarchy will be solved in the limit ~ =ao/y «1 (cf. (3.30».mn
We recall that in this limit we have solved the linear eigenvalue

problem (3.19) approximately.

The lowest order equation of the hierarchy (4. 59) is autcmatically

satisfied and in first order we obtain the usual linear result,

mn'n - O,j,
1 - rBW 'f'1

Q 2 •

,j, = 4> J (y r )e2 r e16 +'f'1 m mn c.c.

(4.60)

where W = W + ~, 6 = WT o + m<P, Ymn = jmn/a and 4> is a complex

amplitude. The dispersion relation is given by (3.33) and since

T = Tc C1-tJ.2) only the C1,O)-mode is unstable. From now on we are

only interested in this slightly unstable mode, hence in the rest of

this section m= 1, n =1. The dispersion relation for the C1,0 )-mode

is given by
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~
w =Up ~c

(4.61)

where p
2

= - 1 + ill + 0( 8 ) (note: p =28

For the second order problem it can be proved (in an analogous

fashion as done for the gx B-instability) that still no restrictions

are imposed on the T 1 -dependence of the complex amplitude <P. The

resulting inhomogeneous differential equation is solved with the

ansatz (cf. 4.29)

n = + n ie
+ n 2ie

+ c.c.n e e2 20 21 22 (4.62)

$2 = !jJ20 + $22e 2ie
+ C.c.

resulting in

= nOr'B$W22 + 2l~W (i$l Clnl _ i:i11 Cl$I) (4.63)
rB Clr rB Clr '

where $22 satisfies an inhomogeneous differential equation.

Estimation of $22 from the source tenn gives

iJl 22
= 0( 1 $f )7P a 2 BwDC

(4.64)

Once again a phase difference between n2 and $2 is present giving a

radial particle transport. From

we Dbtain

<nu > = _ t> 3n~ Cl 1 '" 12
r av (rBWF ~ 't'1 '

(4.65)

where the symbol < > denotes averaging over the time scale To'av
This radial transport gives rise to a decrease of the density on the

axis.

For the transport in the azimuthal direction we obtain
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3po
<nu > = no ~ +~ + 112 [~ 3Q>2Q +~ 3Q>0 +

Q> av B Clr M.Jc B ar B Clr

a
3r P2_0_ + n6 1- I,;. \2J + 0(11 3 )

M.J rWB2 Clr '1'1
c

where P20 = KTn20 . Expression (4.66) shows the effect of the

nonlinear oscillation on the rotation of the plasna.

(4.66)

In third order we are only interested in the secularity condition,

and we obtain, in a similar fashion as in the case of the g x 13
instability, equations for the IIDdification of the density, and the

electric field and also an equation for the T 1-dependence of the

amplitude <P.

The equation for the density reads

where <n~'>av is given by (4.65).

The equation for the JIDdification of the electric
l

lowest order in 112 ,

(4.67a)

field reads in

(4.67b)

Solving these equations we find

= _ emo I <P 1
2 1- J2 + O(lJ)

r 3r 1 4>20

(4.68)

As an illustration we have plotted no + n 20 in fig. 4.5, and in fig.

4.6 the effect of the oscillation on the averaged angular frequency

n =<u4»/r = <nu4»/r<n> is shown. 1

We have calculated the potential 4>20 only to 0(lJ2) for reasons which

now become clear. Comparing 4> 20 with the amplitude of the second
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harmonic, $2 2 ' it 1S found that

Hence it is justified to neglect the contribution of second harmonics

in the weak density gradient limit (]1 « 1), but the results are only
1

correct to O(]12) •

5 .5

nO+n20 \

\
\

\

"
"

" \
\--+ no

\

.25 .50

ria

.75 o .25 .50

ria

.75

Fig.4.5 The modification of the
density versus r.

Fig.4.6 The modification of
the rotation-frequency
versus r.

We finally obtain, in order to avoid secularities of it3 on the T o

scale, a nonlinear differential equation for the T
1
-dependence of the

complex amplitude eI> ,

32
~ eI> - y 2

eI> + 62
I eI> 1

2
eI> = 0 ,

aT 1

where tJ.y is the linear growthrate,

(4.69)

a result which can also be obtained from (3. 37); and

Q 2- 4yt1 [_ 1 IJ~ - a 2B2J2(j) 2 I + II + III + 8
2 11
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where I

j 11

=J dx J2 ~ (1 ~ J2) = - 0.129
1 ax x ax 1

o

jll

II + III =J dx [(a: J
1

)2

o

(4.70 )

The integrals have been calculated with the computer and as a final

result we obtain

(4.71)

For the W1stable mode in the rotation instability the same type of

nonlinear differential equation is fOW1d as for the W1stable mode in

the g x B-drift instability. And, of course, also the analogy with

the motion of a particle in a radially symmetric potential well holds.

Especially we emphasize the common feature that no limit cycle

behaviour of the W1stable mode is fOW1d, since in the F.L.R. equations

no dissipative effects are incorporated.

In the framework of macroscopic theory only dissipative processes

allow the conversion of systematic energy of the oscillation into

random energy of the plasma, whereas in the examples considered in

this thesis the oscillation'repeatedly extracts energy from the

equilibrium in the growing phase and returns energy to the plasma in

the damped phase.
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5. Discussion of the Results

For a collisionless F.L.R. plasma in the flute approximation

constitutive relations have been derived, which differ from the

M.H.D. equations (Braginskii [1965]). The viscosity and heat flux

cannot be expressed in terms of pressure , velocity and temperature

alone since also a higher moment shows up. As a consequence the

moment equations, viz. the continuity equation, the momentum equation

and the energy equation, do not seem to form a closed set. But

consistently utilizing the F.L.R. ordering scheme we obtain the same

closed set of F.L.R. equations from the above mentioned moment

equations as derived by Rosenbluth and Simon {1965] in a different

way.

We have applied the F.L.R. equations to the (linear and nonlinear)

stability of certain equilibria, viz. the g x S-drift instability in

slab geometry and the rotation instability in cylindrical geometry.

In both cases finite Larmor radius effects act stabilizing, resulting

in a threshold for instability. An appropriate choice of the plasma

parameters giv~s a slightly unstable plasma in which two time scales

can be distinguished, so that the multiple time scale method can be

fruitfully applied to determine the evolution in time of the slightly

unstable mode. In the weak density gradient limit the stabilization

of this mode is due to modification of the equilibrium.

Of interest is the question what will happen when the plasma para

meters are far away from the threshold for instability, e. g. D. = 0(1).

Then the growthrate is of the order of the frequency of the mode and

the multiple time scale method cannot be applied anymore. It can be

shown that for D. = 0(1) still only one mode is unstable. Dupree [1968]

has proposed a nonlinear theory of low-frequency instabilities which

can be applied to the case D. = 0(1) •

Whereas his derivations are based on intuitive arguments, Weinstock

[1969, 1970] has justified the approach of Dupree and has also given

its limitations. The essence of this theory is that it takes into

account wave scattering of particle orbits leading to resonance

broadening, this in contrast to the quasi-linear theory where only

unperturbed particle orbits are taken into account in the calculation

.of the diffusion coefficient (Davidson [1972], Hasegawa {1975]).
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An important quantity lil the theory of Dupree is the Reynolds number

R, defined as

1

for a plasma in slab geometry. Here < ¢~ >2 is the effective mean of

the potential fluctuations. R is the ratio of linear to nonlinear

coherence time (Dupree [1970]) where the coherence time is the time

in which a particle correlates with the wave. Another important

parameter is the damping decrement d due to wave scattering. Dupree
w

[1968] obtains for a wave standing in the y-direction and propagating

in the x-direction (coordinates are defined as in subsection 3.2),

dw
w

R>1

R<1

Also, d- 1 can be regarded as the time required for a particle to
w 1

randomize its position over a wavelength. Thus, whenever < ¢~ >2 is

large, within a short time the motion of the particle is incoherent

or turbulent, i.e. the pa:rn::icle becomes uncorrelated with the wave.
1

Intuitively one would expect the saturation amplitude < ¢~ >2 to be of

the order of the value determined by R = 1, since for larger amplitudes

the incoherent motion of the particle will destroy the wave.

These intuitive arguments, borrowed from Dupree [1968], have been

justified by Sleeper and Weinstock [1972], who have obtained an

expression for the saturation amplitude of the density fluctuation lil

agreement with R = 0(1). Their result reads

/2 >..L
'IT

where the notation is the same as used in the treatment of the

g x B-drift instability. The result of Sleeper and Weinstock is

general in the sense that for low frequencies it is independent of a

particular dispersion relation, and the saturation value of the

density fluctuations does not depend on the growthrate either.

Qbviously, Dupree's theory is only valid for large amplitude
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oscillations since near a threshold the saturation amplitude does

depend on the growthrate (cL 4.55). This feature is illustrated by

a diagram, where we have plotted the amplitude of the density

fluctuations versus the parameter g (g x Ii-drift instability).

-----,,--
Fig.5.1 Effective mean of the

density fluctuations
versus g.

9

For g < g the amplitude of the density fluctuations is in the
c

absence of external excitations of a thermal level and therefore very

small since the plasma is stable. Passing the critical value g thec
plasma becomes unstable, and near the threshold the saturation

amplitude is given by the expression found from the multiple time

scale analysis. Far away from the t~shold the saturation value

becomes independent of the critical parameter g and hence of the

growthrate. What will happen when a second mode becomes unstable is

a far more complicated problem which is beyond the scope of this

thesis.
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Appendix A

In this appendix the details of the second and third order

calculations are presented, the main features of which are outlined

in the sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Substitution of the expressions for n
l

and ¢l (see 4.23) in the

source term 32 (see 4.25) we obtain 32 = t 2 ,1 + t 2 ,2 expi8

+ t exp 2i8 = (S21) , where (dropping the hats)
2 ,3

S22

a i8 + ik (n ~ _ ~ anI) 2ie +
~ n 1 e B 1 ay 'f'I dy e c. c.

(A1)

In order to avoid secularities the e-independent terms must vanish,
d -+ -+ -+ .

i.e. dT2 no = O. Also (X 2 ' S2 2) = 0 (cf. (4.19)). Here X2 lS the

type 2 solution of the adjoin~ problem (section 4.2.1) and t
2

2,
consists of the exp ie coefficients given (A1). Elimination of X; by

means of (4.17) finally gives the secularity condition in the form

L/2

f dy X~*
-112

(A2)

Since X~ and ¢ 1 have to satisfy the same eigenvalue problem one

can put,
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where X; is taken to be independent of time. We obtain from (A2),

L/2

f dy X~*{d~(nO
-L/2

(A3)

where X2 satisfies the eigenvalue equation
2

(A4)

Multiplication of (A4) with X~* and integration over y yields the

dispersion relation

Aw 2 + Bw + C = 0 ,

L/2

where A = f dy {no I d~ X~ 1
2

+ k
2
n o I X~ 1

2
} ,

-L/2

(AS)

B

L/2

-~ J dy {p' I~ x212 + k 2p I IX2 /2 }eB ody2 02
-L/2

L/2

and C k
2 Jdy gcn~ I X~ 1

2

-L/2

Solving this dispersion relation for w we obtain

B 1 V 2
W = - 2A ± 2A B -4AC .

For the critical point g =g, B2-4AC = 0, hencec

w =

Partial integration of the first term ill (A3) yields, if we use
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(A6) and (AS), - A + 4 A2 C/B2 = O. Hence equation (A3) is automati

cally satisfied in the critical point g = g . In second order, no
c

restrictions are imposed on the T1 -dependence of n l and c/J l' The

proof given here can easily be extended to the case of non-uniform

temperature.

We end up with the inhomogeneous differential equation

:it, = 8
2'+'2 (A7)

awhere -,,- n = O.
oT

2
0

(A7) represents two coupled equations for n 2 and c/J2' The first one

reads

a n r a--n+:..:.lL_A-.
aT 2 B ax '+'2o

__ a is ik 2iS ac/J an l )
- - n e + -B e (nl.:::u - c/JaT 1 1 ay 1 ay .

(AB)

This equation lS solved with the ansatz

+ c/J e
2iS

+ C.c. ,22

resulting in the relations

1 a=--.----n
lW aT

l
1

anl)
ay .

(A9)

We substitute the relations (A9) in the second equation of (A7) and

obtain the following inhomogeneous differential equation for c/J22:

(Al0)

a result which is valid in the limit A « niL.
- Ay 2For the exponential density profile no = noe , S = l-kv

th
AltlX.tJ

c
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<l>22,part = - i ~; A [cos 2F + 3

and the particular solution of (AiD) is given by

k 2-(I)2

l
3k2_(.:!:':.)2.J

L

The general solution of (AiD) becomes

(All)

where <I> h is the general solution of the homogeneous problem22, om
corresponding to (AiD). The general solution has to satisfy the

boundary condition <l>22(± ~) = D.
One can now readily estimate the order of magnitude of <1>22 :in the

approximation A « TIlL ; we obtain

(A12)

We now consider the third order problem. We are only interested in

the condition for the absence of secularities in ~3 on the To-scale.
-+ • • •

The unknown 1jJ 3 lS a solutlon of the inhomogeneous problem

(A13)

(
8

31
)

Moreover S3 = 8 and the components of S3 can be detennined by

32

substitution of (4.23) and (4.29) into (4.36). The result is a

rather complicated form of which we only give the contributions

needed in the condition for absence of secularities in the limit

A « TIlL

+ c.c. + higher harmonics,
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(A14)

+ c.c. + higher harmonics.

To avoid secularities we require that the a-independent terms in the

source term must vanish. From S we then obtain31

3 3 1[iklch * ikA- 3 *J 0-3T3no-~n20-B 3yn21+ 'I'layn21 +c.c.= .

(A15)
Using the expression for n 21 and eJ>1 we can write this equation in

the concise form

3 n +_3_ n +.J- <nu > = 0 ,
3T 3 0 aT 1 20 ay y av
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where <nu >y av

Since no is not a function of '1 (see (4.21» (A16) can be integrated

immediately with respect to '1' giving rise to an expression for n zo
involving the term, 1 ~ n "Avoiding this secular behaviour of

0'3 0

n z 0 on the '1 scale we require

and obtain the following equation for n z 0

d d
'~T n z0 + -;;- <nu > = 0 •
v 1 oy y av

Solving (A18) for n zo we obtain for small initial amplitudes

(see main text),

(Al7)

(A18)

1T I IZ . 21TyL" <i> • Sln L (A19)

Using (A17) we obtain from S3 z an equation for the generation of a

small electric field,

(A20)

In the limit A « 1T/L the solution in terms of the electric field

reads

E - 2k (1T)Z I '"' IZ ~zoy - - wB L 'l.' cos L

for small initial amplitudes.

We can now compare the order of magnitude

nzz and n z o. From (A21) we infer
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of ep and ep , and also ofzz zo



~20 = O(~ i I W1
2

) while, according to (A12),

~22 = O(~B A w2
), hence ~22 « ~20 in the limit A « niL.

The analogous inequality is found for n
22

and n
20

• Consequently,

we have only retained the tenns involving modification of the

equilibrium in 8
3

•

Finally the last secularity condition is considered. It reads

(A22)

-+
+ S3 2 exp is + higher,

second order.

where X
2
=(X~) , see (4.17), and 8 =-;

X2 3 3,1

harmonics. 2

Evaluation of the integrals in condition (A22) results lD an equation

for the arnplitude of the potential W ,

It should be remarked that the -f-w-tenns in (A22) cancel for the
a L2

same reason as the -,,-4>-tenns do in the secularity condition in
oL I
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Appendix B

In this appendix we present the form of the operator ft! and the
->-

source term StU, =1,2,3) for the rotation instability, discussed

in subsection 4.3.

The linear operator 11. is of the form

~
!;(11

:t=
)f21

where

(B1)

~11 = W a . 'tas' 12
= _ !!!11...

rB ae

W = W +TlIUlr;' e = WT 0 +mef>, and the prime denotes differentiation with

respect to r. We have assumed ~ =~(e,r)!

The adjoint operator ~tcan easily be obtained by the standard

procedures.

-- (SS~21)The source terms St '" , t = 1,2,3 are given by

a= - -- n
aT

1
0
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2 [d " + _d_ "n (* ")" ] lvth dT
2

vno dT
I

v I + VI"v vn l J

(B3)
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Stellingen

bij het proefschrift

EquilibrilUll and Stability of a rotating Plasma

van
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1 juni 1979



I

In tegenstelling tot de verstoringstheorie van Heisenberg van de

gelijktijdige meting van twee niet-compatibele observabelen, waarin

de beinvloeding van het objectsysteem door het meetapparaat centraal

staat, beschrijft de verstoringstheorie van De Muynck, Janssen en

Santillan de onderlinge beinvloeding van de meetapparatuur.

De laatste theorie is gebaseerd op een consequente toepassing vanhet

quantum-fonnalisme, terwijl Heisenberg in zijn theorie semi-klassieke

argumenten introduceert.

W.M. d~ Muynck, P.A.E.M. Janssen en S. Santman: Foundations of

Physics, 8 [1979], 71-122.

II

Laat A en B zelf-geadjungeerde operatoren zijn met een discreet

spectrum. Laat S de grootste gesloten lineaire deelruimte zijn van de

separabele hilbertruimte H (SgD waarop A en B commuteren en

onderstel dat S de operatoren A en B reduceert. Dan bestaat er een

gemeenschappelijk stelsel van eigenvectoren van A en B dat S

opspant.

W.M. de Muynck, P.A.E.M. Janssen en S. Santman: Foundations of

Physics, 8 [1979]. 71-122.

III

De behandeling van de rotatie van een volledig geioniseerde plasma

kolom (zoals gegeven in dit proefschrift) kan gemakkelijk uitgebreid

worden tot het geval waarin wisselwerking tussen ionen en het

koude neutrale gas van belang is. De wrijvingskracht tussen ionen en

neutralen speelt dan dezelfde rol als de ionenviscositeit, in de

zin dat beiden opsluiting bevorderen.



IV

De aarmame van ambipolaire diffusie (zowel langs als loodrecht op

het rnagneetveld) voor een stationair, zwak-geioniseerd plasma, zoals

gedaan door J. Polman, is in het algemeen strijdig met een van de

vergelijk:ingen van Maxwell, nl. de wet van Faraday.

J. POUnan: '~iffusion of a weakly ionized plasma in a magnetic

field" (proefschriftJ, p. 12-13, p. 42-43.

V

In een stroomvoerend, stationair, zWak-geioniseerd plasma in een

Ufriform magneetveld is de aanname van ambipolaire diffusie loodrecht

op het magneetveld gerechtvaardigd, indien de electrische stroorn 1 0

* ~ *veel Kleiner is dan Ti ~'IT VaJ.PII ' waarbij Ti de ionentemperatuur

in eV is, a de straal van de plasmakolOlll en all,a.1.. de geleidings

coefficient langs resp. loodrecht op het magneetveld is.

VI

Indien niet aan de ongelijkheid in stelling 5 is voldaan dan is de

radiele diffusie niet ambipolair en dientengevolge treedt er dan een

significante rotatie van het plasma op.

VII

De in dit proefschrift besproken instabiliteiten kurmen beter

begrepen worden in het kader van het veeltij denfonnalisme dan op

grand van Simon's asyrnptotische theorie. Deze bewering geldt met

name voor het door de instabiele oscillatie veroorzaakte transport.

A. Simon: Phys. Fluids, 11 [1968], 1181-1185.



VIII

De complexe amplitude <!l van de enigszins instabiele mode van een

een-dimensionaal plasma, waarvan de verdelingsfunctie van het type

"bump-on-tail" is, voldoet volgens het veeltij denfonnalisme aan een

Landauvergelijking: a~ <!l - y<!l + 6/<!l/2<!l = 0 (yen 6 complex),

IX

Het gebruik van het woord seculier in de zinsnede "het seculier

. gedrag van een grootheid" is onjuist indien het gedrag van die

grootheid na lange tijd bedoeld wordt. Dan is seculair het correcte

woord.

X

Het zwaartepunt van de overheidsuitgaven ten behoeve van

wetenschappelijk onderzoek in de wes-terse landen ligt bij het

onderzoek dat gericht is op economische groei of op wat in militair

opzicht interessant is, terwijl de bevolking de prioriteiten op het

gebied van welzijn legt.

Deze diserepantie wekt verbazing op wanneer bedacht wordt dat dit

onderzoek uiteindelijk toch door die bevolking gefinancierd wordt.

H. Krauch e.a.: Prioritaten faP die Forschungspolitik, Karl

Hanser Verlag, Munchen [1970].

XI

Naar het zich laat aanzien, zal de generatie '45 - '65 (de zogenaarrde

peChgeneratie), ten gevolge van de huidige geboortenbeperking op

grote schaal, na pensionering voor zijn eigen A.O.W. moeten gaan

werken.
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